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Abstract
We describe the closure of the strata of Abelian differentials with prescribed type of
zeros and poles, in the projectivized Hodge bundle over the Deligne–Mumford moduli
space of stable curves with marked points. We provide an explicit characterization
of pointed stable differentials in the boundary of the closure, both a complex ana-
lytic proof and a flat geometric proof for smoothing the boundary differentials, and
numerous examples. The main new ingredient in our description is a global residue
condition arising from a full order on the dual graph of a stable curve.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background
The Hodge bundle �Mg is a complex vector bundle of rank g over the moduli space
Mg of genus g Riemann surfaces. A point .X;!/ 2 �Mg consists of a Riemann
surface X of genus g and a (holomorphic) Abelian differential ! on X . The com-
plement of the zero section �M�g is naturally stratified into strata �Mg.�/, where
the multiplicity of all the zeros of ! is prescribed by a partition � D .m1; : : : ;mn/
of 2g � 2. By scaling the differentials, C� acts on �M�g and preserves the stratifica-
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tion; hence, one can consider the projectivized strata P�Mg.�/ in the projectivized
Hodge bundle P�Mg D �M�g=C

�. An Abelian differential ! defines a flat metric
with conical singularities such that the underlying Riemann surface X can be real-
ized as a plane polygon whose edges are pairwise identified via translation. In this
sense .X;!/ is called a flat surface or a translation surface. Varying the shape of
flat surfaces induces a GLC2 .R/-action on the strata of Abelian differentials, called
Teichmüller dynamics. A number of questions about surface geometry boil down to
understanding the GLC2 .R/-orbit closures in Teichmüller dynamics. What are their
dimensions? Do they possess manifold structures? How can one calculate relevant
dynamical invariants? From the viewpoint of algebraic geometry the orbit closures
are of an independent interest for cycle class computations, which can provide crucial
information for understanding the geometry of moduli spaces.

Many of these questions can be better accessed if one can describe a geometri-
cally meaningful compactification of the strata. In particular, the recent breakthrough
of Eskin, Mirzakhani, and Mohammadi [13], [14] and Filip [18] shows that any orbit
closure (under the standard topology) is a quasiprojective subvariety of a stratum.
Thus, describing the projective subvarieties that are closures of orbits in a compacti-
fied stratum can shed further light on the classification of orbit closures.

We identify Riemann surfaces with smooth complex curves. The Deligne–
Mumford compactification Mg of Mg parameterizes stable genus g curves that are
(at worst) nodal curves with finite automorphism groups. The Hodge bundle �Mg

extends as a rank g complex vector bundle �Mg over Mg . The fiber of �Mg over
a nodal curve X parameterizes stable differentials that have (at worst) simple poles
at the nodes of X with opposite residues on the two branches of a node. One way of
compactifying P�Mg.�/ is by taking its closure in the projectivized Hodge bundle
P�Mg over Mg , and we call it the Hodge bundle compactification of the strata.

Alternatively, one can lift a stratum P�Mg.�/ to the moduli space Mg;n of
genus g curves with n marked points by adding on each curve the data of the zeros
of differentials. Let Mg;n be the Deligne–Mumford compactification of Mg;n that
parameterizes stable genus g curves with n marked points. Taking the closure of
P�Mg.�/ in Mg;n provides another compactification, which we call the Deligne–
Mumford compactification of the strata.

By combining the two viewpoints above, in this article we describe a strata com-

pactification that we call the incidence variety compactification P�M
inc
g;n.�/. Let

P�Mg;n be the projectivized Hodge bundle over Mg;n, which parameterizes pointed
stable differentials. Then the incidence variety compactification of P�Mg.�/ is de-
fined as the closure of the stratum in the projectivization P�Mg;n.

The incidence variety compactification records both the limit stable differentials
and the limit positions of the zeros when Abelian differentials become identically zero
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on some irreducible components of the nodal curve. It contains more information than
the Hodge bundle compactification, because the latter loses the information about the
limit positions of the zeros on the components of nodal curves where the stable differ-
entials vanish identically. The incidence variety compactification also contains more
information than the Deligne–Mumford compactification, because the latter loses the
information on the relative sizes of flat surfaces corresponding to the components of
nodal curves where the stable differentials are not identically zero.

Our characterization of the boundary of the incidence variety compactification is
in terms of a collection of (possibly meromorphic) differentials on the components of
a pointed stable curve that satisfy certain combinatorial and residue conditions given
by a full order on the vertices of the dual graph of the curve. Meromorphic differ-
entials naturally arise in the description of the boundary objects, and the incidence
variety compactification works just as well for the strata of meromorphic differen-
tials; hence, we take the meromorphic case into account from the beginning. In order
to deal with meromorphic differentials, we consider the closure of the corresponding
strata in the Hodge bundle over Mg;n twisted by the polar part Q� of the differentials,
which we denote by KMg. Q�/ and introduce in Section 2.5.

Before we state the main result, let us first provide some motivation from several
viewpoints, to give the reader a feel for the form of the answer that we get.

1.2. Motivation via complex analytic geometry
Given a pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ 2�Mg;n, that is, a stable curve
X with marked points z1; : : : ; zn at the zeros of a stable differential !, the question
is whether it is the limit of a family of Abelian differentials .Xt ;!t / contained in a
given stratum �Mg.�/ such that the zi ’s are the limits of the zeros of !t . Suppose
f WX!� is a family of Abelian differentials over a disk� with parameter t , whose
underlying curves degenerate to X at t D 0. If for an irreducible component Xv of X
the limit

!0 WD lim
t!0

!t

is not identically zero, then on Xv the limits of zeros of !t are simply the zeros
of !. Thus, our goal is to extract from this family a nonzero (possibly meromorphic)
differential for every irreducible component of X where !0 is identically zero. The
analytic way to do this is to take for every Xv a suitable scaling parameter `v 2 Z�0
such that the limit

�v WD lim
t!0

t`v!t

ˇ̌̌
Xv

is well defined and not identically zero. This is done in Lemma 4.1. Along this circle
of ideas, we prove our main result by the plumbing techniques in Section 4.
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1.3. Motivation via algebraic geometry
Now we sketch the algebrogeometric viewpoint of the above setting. Think of the
family !t as a section of the vector bundle f�!X�=�� of Abelian differentials on the
fibers over the punctured disk, where !X�=�� is the relative dualizing line bundle.
The Hodge bundle f�!X=� extends f�!X�=�� to a vector bundle over the entire
disk, but so does any twisting f�!X=�.

P
cvXv/ by an arbitrary integral linear com-

bination of the irreducible components Xv of the central fiber X . Based on the idea
of Eisenbud and Harris’s limit linear series in [9] (for curves of compact type), we
want to choose coefficients cv in such a way that !t extends over t D 0 to a sec-
tion of the corresponding twisted dualizing line bundle, whose restriction �v to every
irreducible component Xv is not identically zero (see the discussion in [7] for more
details). While the machinery of limit linear series for stable curves of arbitrary type
is not available in full generality, our Definition 1.1 of twisted differentials works for
all stable curves. It is modeled on the collection of �v defined above.

The next question is to determine which twisted differentials � D ¹�vº on a
pointed stable curve X arise as actual limits of Abelian differentials .Xt ;!t / that
lie in a given stratum. First, � must have suitable zeros at the limit positions of the
zeros of !t . Moreover, if X is reducible, then the limit of canonical line bundles of
Xt is not unique, as it can be obtained by twisting the dualizing line bundle of X by
any component Xv (treated as a divisor in the universal curve). Accordingly, the limit
� of !t on X can be regarded as a section of a certain twisted dualizing line bundle,
which is not identically zero on any component of X . (Otherwise, we could twist off
such a component.) Since the dualizing line bundle of X at a node is generated by
differentials with simple poles, after twisting by

P
cvXv , on one branch of the node

the zero or pole order gains cv and on the other branch it loses cv ; hence, the zero
and pole orders of � on the two branches of every node must add up to the original
sum of vanishing orders �2D .�1/C .�1/ (see [7, Section 4.1] for some examples
and more details). We can then partially orient the dual graph � of X by orienting the
edge from the zero of � to the pole and leaving it unoriented if the differential has a
simple pole at both branches. In this way, we obtain a partial order on the vertices v
of � , with equality permitted (see also [17]).

It turns out that a partial order is insufficient to characterize actual limits of
Abelian differentials in a given stratum. For the degenerating family .Xt ;!t /, com-
paring the scaling parameters `v discussed in Section 1.2 extends this partial order to
a full order on the vertices of � , again with equality permitted. The final ingredient
of our answer is the global residue condition (4) from Definition 1.2 that requires the
limit twisted differentials � to be compatible with the full order on � . Simply speak-
ing, this global residue condition arises from applying Stokes’s formula to !t on each
level of � (i.e., truncating � at vertices that are equal in the full order), for t! 0.
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1.4. Motivation via flat surfaces
The degeneration of flat surfaces has been studied in connection with counting prob-
lems (e.g., [11], [12], [15]). Most of the degeneration arguments there rely on a the-
orem of Rafi [31] on the comparison of flat and hyperbolic lengths for surfaces near
the boundary. Rafi used a thick-thin decomposition of the flat surfaces by cutting
along hyperbolically short curves. For each piece of the thick-thin decomposition,
Rafi defined a real number, the size, in terms of hyperbolic geometry. His main the-
orem says that after rescaling by size, hyperbolic and flat lengths on the thick pieces
are comparable, up to universal constants. Rafi’s notion size is closely related to the
scaling parameters `v discussed above, implied by comparing our scaling limit (4.1)
with the geometric compactification theorem (see [11, Theorem 10]).

Rafi associated to every closed geodesic a flat representative of an annular neigh-
borhood. Depending on the curvature of the boundary, such a neighborhood is com-
posed of flat cylinders in the middle and expanding annuli on both sides, any of the
three possibly not being present. For degenerating families of flat surfaces this obser-
vation can be applied to the vanishing cycles of the family near a nodal fiber. In our
result we use the vanishing cycles to read off the global residue condition that con-
strains the degeneration of flat surfaces.

While some of our terminology might be translated into the language of [31] or
[11], in the literature on flat surfaces and Teichmüller dynamics, no systematic attempt
to describe the set of all possible limit objects under degeneration has been made. In
Section 5 we provide an alternative proof of our main result by constructions of flat
surfaces, where a pair of half-infinite cylinders corresponds to two simple poles of a
twisted differential attached together and where an expanding annulus that appears
corresponds to a zero matching a higher-order pole.

1.5. Level graphs
We now introduce the relevant notions that will allow us to state our result. Recall that
� denotes the dual graph of a nodal curve X , whose vertices and edges correspond to
irreducible components and nodes of X , respectively. First, we start with the idea of
comparing irreducible components of X .

A full order on the graph � is a relation � on the set V of vertices of � that
is reflexive, transitive, and such that for any v1; v2 2 V at least one of the statements
v1 � v2 or v2 � v1 holds. We say that v1 is of higher or equal level compared with v2
if and only if v1 � v2. We write v1 � v2 if they are of the same level, that is, if both
v1 � v2 and v2 � v1 hold. We write v1 � v2 if v1 � v2 but v2 6� v1, and we say that
v1 is of higher level than v2. We call the set of maxima of V the top level vertices.

We remark that equality is permitted in our definition of a full order. Any map
` W V !R assigning real numbers to vertices of � defines a full order on � by setting
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v1 � v2 if and only if `.v1/ � `.v2/. Conversely, every full order can be induced
from such a level map, but not from a unique one. Later we will see that the levels
are related to the scaling parameters introduced in Section 1.2; hence, it would be
convenient to consider the maps ` W V !R�0 assigning nonpositive levels only, with
`�1.0/¤; being the top level.

We call a graph � equipped with a full order on its vertices a level graph, denoted
by � . We use the two notions full order and level graph interchangeably, and we draw
the level graphs by horizontally aligning vertices of the same level, so that a level map
is given by the projection to the vertical axis, and the top level vertices are actually
placed at the top (see the examples in Section 3).

1.6. Twisted differentials
Throughout the article we use ordq � to denote the zero or pole order of a differential
� at q, and we use Resq � to denote the residue of � at q. We now introduce the key
notion of twisted differentials.

Definition 1.1
For a tuple of integers �D .m1; : : : ;mn/, a twisted differential of type � on a stable
n-pointed curve .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ is a collection of (possibly meromorphic) differentials
�v on the irreducible components Xv of X such that no �v is identically zero and the
following properties hold.
(0) (Vanishing as prescribed) Each differential �v is holomorphic and nonzero

outside of the nodes and marked points of Xv . Moreover, if a marked point zi
lies on Xv , then ordzi �v Dmi .

(1) (Matching orders) For any node of X that identifies q1 2Xv1 with q2 2Xv2 ,

ordq1 �v1 C ordq2 �v2 D�2:

(2) (Matching residues at simple poles) If at a node of X that identifies q1 2
Xv1 with q2 2 Xv2 the condition ordq1 �v1 D ordq2 �v2 D �1 holds, then
Resq1 �v1 CResq2 �v2 D 0.

These conditions imply that the set of zeros and poles of a twisted differential
consists of the marked points zi and some of the nodes of the curve X .

1.7. Twisted differentials compatible with a level graph
We want to study under which conditions a twisted differential arises as a limit in a
degenerating family of Abelian differentials contained in a given stratum. As men-
tioned before, the conditions depend on a full order on the dual graph � of X , and we
need a little more notation.
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Suppose that � is a level graph with the full order determined by a level func-
tion `. For a given level L we call the subgraph of � that consists of all vertices v
with `.v/ > L along with edges between them the graph above level L of � , and we
denote it by �>L. We similarly define the graph ��L above or at level L and the
graph �DL at level L.

Accordingly we denote by X>L the subcurve of X with dual graph �>L and so
on. For any node q connecting two irreducible components Xv and Xv0 , if v � v0,
then we denote by qC 2 Xv and q� 2 Xv0 the two preimages of the node on the
normalization of X . If v � v0, then we still write q˙v for the preimages of the node,
where the choice of which one is qCv is arbitrary and will be specified. In the same way
we denote by vC.q/ and v�.q/ the vertices at the two ends of an edge representing a
node q.

Definition 1.2
Let .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ be an n-pointed stable curve with a level graph � . A twisted dif-
ferential � of type � on X is called compatible with � if, in addition to conditions
(0), (1), and (2) in Definitions 1.1, it also satisfies the following conditions.
(3) (Partial order) If a node of X identifies q1 2Xv1 with q2 2Xv2 , then v1 � v2

if and only if ordq1 �v1 � �1. Moreover, v1 � v2 if and only if ordq1 �v1 D
�1.

(4) (Global residue condition) For every level L and every connected component
Y of X>L that does not contain a marked point with a prescribed pole (i.e.,
there is no zi 2 Y with mi < 0), the following condition holds. Let q1; : : : ; qb
denote the set of all nodes where Y intersects XDL. Then

bX
jD1

Resq�
j
�v�.qj / D 0;

where we recall that q�j 2XDL and v�.qj / 2 �DL.

We point out that a given twisted differential satisfying conditions (0), (1), and (2)
may not be compatible with any level graph or may be compatible with different level
graphs with the same underlying dual graph. Condition (3) is equivalent to saying
that if v1 is of higher level than v2, then �v1 is holomorphic at every node of the
intersections of Xv1 and Xv2 and, moreover, if v1 � v2, then �v1 and �v2 have simple
poles at every node where they intersect.

1.8. Main result
Recall that the incidence variety compactification of a stratum of Abelian differentials
P�Mg.�/ is defined as the closure of the stratum in the projectivized Hodge bundle
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over Mg;n that parameterizes pointed stable differentials. For a stratum of meromor-
phic differentials, we take the closure in the twisted Hodge bundle by the polar part
of the differentials (see Section 2 for details). Our main result characterizes boundary
points of the incidence variety compactification for both cases.

THEOREM 1.3
A pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety
compactification of a stratum P�Mg.�/ if and only if the following conditions hold.
(i) There exists a level graph � on X such that its maxima are the irreducible

components Xv of X on which ! is not identically zero.
(ii) There exists a twisted differential � of type � on X , compatible with � .
(iii) On every irreducible component Xv where ! is not identically zero, �v D

!jXv .

In Sections 1.2 and 1.3, we have briefly explained the ideas behind the necessity
of these conditions. The sufficiency part is harder; that is, how can we deform pointed
stable differentials satisfying the above conditions into the interior of the stratum? We
provide two proofs, in Section 4 by using techniques of plumbing in complex-analytic
geometry and in Section 5 by using constructions of flat surfaces.

Recall that the incidence variety compactification combines the two approaches
of compactifying the strata in the projectivized Hodge bundle P�Mg over Mg and
in the Deligne–Mumford space Mg;n. In particular, it admits two projections �1 to
P�Mg and �2 to Mg;n by forgetting the marked points and forgetting the differen-
tials, respectively. Hence, our result completely determines the strata closures in the
Hodge bundle compactification and in the Deligne–Mumford compactification.

COROLLARY 1.4
A stable differential .X;!/ lies in the Hodge bundle compactification of a stratum
if and only if there exists a pointed stable differential satisfying the conditions in
Theorem 1.3 that maps to .X;!/ via �1. A pointed stable curve .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ lies
in the Deligne–Mumford compactification of a stratum if and only if there exists
a pointed stable differential satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.3 that maps to
.X; z1; : : : ; zn/ via �2.

Remark 1.5
Given a level graph � , there can only exist finitely many twisted differentials � com-
patible with � and satisfying the conditions of the theorem, up to scaling �v on each
irreducible component by a nonzero number. Indeed, if all the pole and zero orders
of � at all nodes are given, it determines � uniquely up to scaling on each irreducible
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component. For any irreducible component Xv on the bottom level, the zeros and
poles of �v are prescribed outside of the nodes of Xv , and at those nodes �v only
has poles. As the total number of zeros and poles of �v , counted with multiplicity, is
equal to 2gv � 2, it implies that the sum of the orders of poles of �v at all nodes of Xv
is fixed, and hence, there are finitely many choices. For each such choice, on every
irreducible component intersecting Xv the order of zero of � at any node where it
intersects Xv is thus uniquely determined. If another component on the bottom level
intersects Xv , then � has a simple pole at both branches of that node. Therefore, we
can prove that there are finitely many choices of � up to scaling by induction on the
number of irreducible components of X .

For later use we relate a twisted differential � and a pointed stable differential
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ satisfying Theorem 1.3 as follows.

Definition 1.6
Given a twisted differential � compatible with a level graph on X , define the asso-
ciated pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ by taking ! to be equal to � on
all top level components and identically zero on components of lower levels and by
taking z1; : : : ; zn to be the set of zeros and poles of � away from the nodes of X .
Conversely given a pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/, if it is associated to
a twisted differential � compatible with a certain level graph on X , then we say that
� is an associated twisted differential of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/.

Using the above definition, we can restate Theorem 1.3 as follows: a pointed
stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety compactifi-
cation of P�Mg.�/ if and only if there exist a level graph and a compatible twisted
differential � of type� such that .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is associated with �. Note that mul-
tiplying � by any nonzero numbers on components not of top level does not change
the associated pointed stable differential. Hence, given a pointed stable differential,
the associated twisted differential � may not be unique. Indeed, it is not unique even
up to scaling on each irreducible component (see Example 3.2).

1.9. History of the project and related work
Recently there have been several attempts via different viewpoints that aim at under-
standing the boundary behavior of the strata of Abelian differentials. In a talk given
in August 2008, Kontsevich [24] discussed the problem of compactifying the strata,
focusing on the matching order and matching residue conditions. In [20], the third
author studied the incidence variety compactification and applied the plumbing tech-
niques to prove a special case of our main result when all the residues of a twisted
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differential are zero. In that case the global residue condition (4) obviously holds.
Motivated by the theory of limit linear series, in [7] the second author studied the
Deligne–Mumford strata compactification and deduced the necessity of conditions
(0), (1), and (2). He also obtained partial smoothing results in the case of curves of
pseudocompact type by combining techniques of algebraic geometry and flat geome-
try. Farkas and Pandharipande [17] studied the Deligne–Mumford strata compactifi-
cation by imposing conditions (0), (1), (2), and (3), that is, without the global residue
condition (4). It turns out that the corresponding loci are reducible in general, contain-
ing extra components of equal dimension or one less in the boundary of Mg;n. Mod-
ulo a conjectural relation to Pixton’s formula of the double ramification cycle, Janda,
Pandharipande, Pixton, and Zvonkine [17, Appendix] used the extra components to
recursively compute the cycle classes of the strata in Mg;n. Mirzakhani and Wright
[28] concentrated on a collapse of the Hodge bundle compactification by only keep-
ing track of components where the stable differentials are not identically zero. They
proved an identification between the tangent space of the boundary of a GLC2 .R/-orbit
closure and the intersection of the tangent space to the orbit closure with the tangent
space to the boundary of their compactification. In [21], Krichever, Norton, and the
fourth author studied degenerations of meromorphic differentials with all periods real,
where plumbing techniques are also used and a full order on the dual graph also arises.

In the summer of 2015, the authors of the current article met in various combi-
nations on several occasions, including in Bonn, Luminy, Salt Lake City, and Boston.
After stimulating discussions, the crucial global residue condition and the proof of
sufficiency emerged, finally completing the characterization of the compactification
of the strata.

1.10. Applications
The main novel aspect of our determination of the closures of the strata is the global
residue condition, which is used to characterize exactly those stable differentials that
appear in the closure of a stratum in the Hodge bundle and not extraneous compo-
nents. Thus, any further work aimed at understanding the structure of strata compact-
ifications must build on our description in an essential way. In particular, the global
residue condition was a cornerstone in the work of Sauvaget [32], who analyzed
the boundary of the strata in the Hodge bundle in order to understand the homol-
ogy classes of the strata closures, and in the work of Mullane [30], who used the
global residue condition to analyze certain divisor closures in Mg;n and discovered
an infinite series of new extremal effective divisors. Furthermore, in [8] Qile Chen
and the second author algebraically described the principal boundary of the strata in
terms of twisted differentials, solving a problem that had been open for flat surfaces
for more than a decade, while Ulirsch, Werner, and the fifth author applied in [29]
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our compactification to solve the realizability problem for constructing the tropical
Hodge bundle, posed in [27]. Finally in Section 3.6, as a consequence of our result
we provide an efficient description for the degeneration of Weierstraß divisors on a
certain binary curve, recovering a main case from the work of [16].

1.11. Organization of the article
In Section 2 we review basic properties about moduli spaces of curves and Abelian
differentials. We further compare the incidence variety compactification to the Hodge
bundle compactification and the Deligne–Mumford compactification, which illus-
trates what extra information the incidence variety compactification gains. In Sec-
tion 3 we apply Theorem 1.3 to analyze explicitly a number of examples that char-
acterize the significance and delicacy of the global residue condition. In Section 4
we prove Theorem 1.3 by the method of plumbing. Finally in Section 5 we provide
an alternative proof by constructions of flat surfaces. In particular, Sections 3, 4, and
5 are independent. Depending on the reader’s background and interests, they can be
read in any order.

2. Comparison of strata compactifications
In this section we introduce the basic terminology about moduli spaces of curves and
strata of Abelian differentials. We also define the incidence variety compactification
and compare it to the Hodge bundle and the Deligne–Mumford compactifications.

2.1. Moduli spaces of curves
Denote by Mg the moduli space of curves of genus g that parameterizes smooth and
connected complex curves of genus g, up to biholomorphism. Denote by Mg;n the
moduli space of n-pointed genus g curves that parameterizes smooth and connected
complex curves of genus g together with n distinct (ordered) marked points. The
space Mg;n is a complex orbifold of dimension 3g � 3C n.

Recall that a stable n-pointed curve is a connected curve with at worst nodal
singularities, with n distinct marked smooth points, such that the automorphism group
of the curve preserving the marked points is finite. Denote by Mg;n the Deligne–
Mumford compactification of Mg;n parameterizing stable n-pointed genus g curves.

Let S be a subgroup of the symmetric group Sn. Then S acts on Mg;n by

permuting the marked points. The quotient of Mg;n by S is denoted by M
S

g;¹nº or

simply Mg;¹nº when the group S is clear from the context.
The dual graph of a nodal curve X is the graph � whose vertices correspond to

the irreducible components of X . For every node of X joining two components v1
and v2 (possibly being the same component) the dual graph has an edge connecting
v1 and v2. For every marked point there is a leg or, equivalently, a half-edge attached
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to the vertex corresponding to the irreducible component that contains the marked
point.

For a connected nodal curve X , if removing a node disconnects X , we say that it
is a separating node. Otherwise we call it a nonseparating node. If the two branches
of a node belong to the same irreducible component of X , we say that it is an internal
node.

2.2. Moduli spaces of Abelian differentials
The moduli space of Abelian differentials�M�g is the complement of the zero section
in the Hodge bundle �Mg !Mg , which parameterizes pairs .X;!/, where X is a
smooth and connected curve of genus g and ! is a holomorphic differential on X .
The space �M�g has a natural stratification according to the orders of zeros of !. Let
�D .m1; : : : ;mn/ be a partition of 2g�2 by positive integers. The stratum�Mg.�/

of Abelian differentials of type �, as a subspace of �M�g , parameterizes Abelian dif-
ferentials .X;!/ such that ! has n distinct zeros of orders m1; : : : ;mn, respectively.

A stable differential on a nodal curve X is a (possibly meromorphic) differential
! onX which is holomorphic outside of the nodes ofX and which has at worst simple
poles at the nodes, with opposite residues. The Hodge bundle extends to a vector
bundle�Mg;n!Mg;n, the total space of the relative dualizing sheaf of the universal
family f W X !Mg;n. The fiber of this vector bundle over a pointed nodal curve
.X; z1; : : : ; zn/ parameterizes pointed stable differentials .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/, where !
is a stable differential on .X; z1; : : : ; zn/.

There is a natural C�-action on the Hodge bundle by scaling the differentials.
This action preserves the stratification of �M�g . The quotient of �M�g under this
action is denoted by P�Mg . In general, quotient spaces by such a C�-action will be
denoted by adding the letter P.

2.3. The incidence variety compactification
When Abelian differentials degenerate, we want to keep track of the information
about both the limit stable differentials and the limit positions of the marked zeros.
This motivates the definition of the incidence variety.

For a partition � D .m1; : : : ;mn/ of 2g � 2, the (ordered) incidence variety
P�Minc

g;n.�/ is defined to be

P�Minc
g;n.�/ WD

°
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ 2 P�Mg;n W div.!/D

nX
iD1

mizi

±
: (2.1)

The (ordered) incidence variety compactification P�M
inc
g;n.�/ is defined to be the

closure of the incidence variety inside P�Mg;n.
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If mi D mj for some i ¤ j , then interchanging zi and zj preserves the inci-
dence variety. Hence, the subgroup S of the symmetric group Sn generated by such

transpositions acts on P�M
inc
g;n.�/ by permuting z1; : : : ; zn accordingly. We define

the (unordered) incidence variety to be the quotient

P�Minc
g;¹nº.�/ WD P�Minc

g;n.�/=S; (2.2)

and we define the (unordered) incidence variety compactification to be the quotient

P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/ WD P�M

inc
g;n.�/=S: (2.3)

Since the ordered and unordered incidence variety compactifications differ only
by permuting the marked points, we call both of them the incidence variety compact-
ification. In case we need to distinguish them, we do so by specifying n or ¹nº in the
subscripts.

On a smooth curve X , a nonzero differential ! determines its zeros zi along
with their multiplicities. Hence, P�Minc

g;¹nº.�/ is isomorphic to the projectivized stra-
tum of Abelian differentials P�Mg.�/. In order to understand the degeneration of
Abelian differentials in P�Mg.�/, we need to describe the boundary points of the
incidence variety compactification.

2.4. Moduli spaces of pointed meromorphic differentials
The moduli spaces of meromorphic differentials from the viewpoint of flat geome-
try have been investigated by Boissy [5], including their dimensions and connected
components. Let

�D .m1; : : : ;mr ImrC1; : : : ;mrCsImrCsC1; : : : ;mrCsCl/

be an n-tuple of integers such that
Pn
iD1mi D 2g � 2, where mi > 0 for i � r ,

mrC1 D � � � DmrCs D 0, and mi < 0 for i > r C s. We call such � a meromorphic
type and denote by�Mg.�/ the moduli space of meromorphic differentials of type �.
It parameterizes n-pointed meromorphic differentials .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ on a smooth
curve X such that the order of ! at zi is equal to mi , which may be a zero, regular
point, or pole, corresponding to whether mi > 0, mi D 0, or mi < 0, respectively. As
there are infinitely many meromorphic types for a fixed genus, these moduli spaces no
longer form a stratification of a fixed ambient space, but by a slight abuse of language
we still call them strata of meromorphic differentials.

2.5. The incidence variety compactification in the meromorphic case
To mimic the definition in the Abelian case we need to generalize the notion of the
Hodge bundle. We denote the polar part of � by Q� D .mrCsC1; : : : ;mn/. We then
define the pointed Hodge bundle twisted by Q� to be the bundle
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KMg;n. Q�/D f�!X=Mg;n

�
�

nX
iDrCsC1

miZi

�
over Mg;n, where we have denoted by Zi the image of the section of the universal
family f given by the i th marked point. We call points .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ 2KMg;n. Q�/

pointed stable differentials (of type Q�). Note that if � is a holomorphic type, then the
tuple Q� is empty, so KMg. Q�/D�Mg , and hence, it recovers the preceding setting
for the Abelian case.

For any meromorphic type �, we perform the same operations inside the space
KMg. Q�/ as in the Abelian case. The (ordered) incidence variety P�Minc

g;n.m1; : : : ;

mn/ is defined as

P�Minc
g;n.�/D

°
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ 2 PKMg;n. Q�/ W div.!/D

nX
iD1

mizi

±
; (2.4)

and the (ordered) incidence variety compactification P�M
inc
g;n.�/ is defined to be its

closure in PKMg;n. Q�/. We define the (unordered) incidence variety to be the quotient

P�Minc
g;¹nº.�/D P�Minc

g;n.�/=S; (2.5)

where S is defined as in Section 2.3. Finally, we define the (unordered) incidence
variety compactification to be the quotient

P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/D P�M

inc
g;n.�/=S: (2.6)

Again, by a slight abuse of language we sometimes skip the terms ordered and unor-
dered and refer to both of them as the incidence variety compactification of the strata
of meromorphic differentials.

2.6. Comparison to the Hodge bundle and the Deligne–Mumford compactifications
As said earlier, the incidence variety compactification admits two forgetful maps to
the projectivized Hodge bundle and to the Deligne–Mumford space, respectively. In
this section, we discuss these maps and demonstrate that they indeed forget informa-
tion. For simplicity of notation, we will only state this in the holomorphic case. The
discussion can be easily generalized to the meromorphic case. Thus, we start with a
partition �D .m1; : : : ;mn/ of 2g � 2 by positive integers.

The forgetful map

�1 W P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/! P�Mg.�/ (2.7)

forgets the marked points z1; : : : ; zn. More precisely, the image of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/
under �1 is .X 0;!0/, whereX 0 is obtained fromX (as an unmarked curve) by blowing
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down all P1 tails and bridges, and !0 can be identified with the restriction of ! to the
remaining components (see [20, Lemma 2.4] for details). The other forgetful map

�2 W P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/!Mg;¹nº (2.8)

forgets the stable differential !; hence, the image of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ under �2 is
just .X; z1; : : : ; zn/.

Since a differential on a compact curve is determined uniquely (up to scaling)
by the locations and orders of its zeros, both maps �1 and �2, when restricted to
P�Minc

g;¹nº.�/, are isomorphisms onto their respective images. However, over the
boundary the fibers of both maps can be more complicated. In particular, they may no
longer be finite, and neither image dominates the other.

PROPOSITION 2.1
For g � 3 and n� 2, the following properties hold.
(i) The map �1 is not finite, and there does not exist a map

f W P�Mg.�/!Mg;¹nº

such that f ı �1 D �2.
(ii) The map �2 is not finite, and there does not exist a map

h W �2
�
P�M

inc
g;¹nº.�/

�
! P�Mg.�/

such that h ı �2 D �1.

This proposition is not a priori clear. Indeed, it uses the full strength of Theo-

rem 1.3 about characterizing the boundary points of P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/. As a result we

see that the incidence variety compactification contains more information than both
the Hodge bundle compactification and the Deligne–Mumford compactification of the
strata.

Proof
We first prove (i). Suppose X is the union of an elliptic curve X1 with a curve Xg�1
of genus g � 1 intersecting at a node qC � q� such that .2g � 4/qC � KXg�1 and
that X1 contains all the marked points z1; : : : ; zn. Put Xg�1 on a higher level than X1.
The corresponding level graph � ofX is represented on the left-hand side of Figure 1.
Take a stable differential ! on X such that !jXg�1 is a holomorphic differential with
a unique zero at qC of multiplicity 2g � 4 and such that !jX1 is identically zero.
Take a twisted differential � on X such that �Xg�1 D !jXg�1 and such that �X1 is a
meromorphic differential with div.�X1/D

Pn
iD1mizi � .2g � 2/q

�.
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Xg�1

qC

X1

q�

Xg�2

q
C
2

X1

q
C
1

X2
q�1 q�2

Figure 1. The level graphs used in the proof of Proposition 2.1.

One checks that � satisfies all the conditions in Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. In particu-
lar, the global residue condition follows from the residue theorem onX1, because �X1
has a unique pole at q�, and hence, Resq� �X1 D 0. Since � is compatible with � and
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is the associated pointed stable differential of � (see Definition 1.6),
by Theorem 1.3 .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety compactifica-

tion P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/. It implies that the �1-preimage of the stable differential .X;!/ is

isomorphic to

°
.z1; : : : ; zn/ 2 .X1/

n n� W

nX
iD1

mizi D .2g � 2/q
�
±
=S;

where � is the big diagonal parameterizing the tuples where at least two marked
points coincide. This preimage has dimension n� 1. Since the �2-image retains the
information about the positions of the marked points, this example implies that there
does not exist a map f such that f ı �1 D �2.

Next we prove (ii). Let X be the union of two elliptic curves X1;X2 and a
curve Xg�2 of genus g � 2, whose dual graph with a chosen full order � is rep-
resented on the right-hand side of Figure 1. In this level graph, X1 and Xg�2 are
on the top level, both higher than X2. Further suppose that .2g � 6/qC2 � KXg�2
and that the points z1; : : : ; zn 2 X2 are chosen such that there exists a meromorphic
differential �X2 on X2 with div.�X2/ D

Pn
iD1mizi � 2q

�
1 � .2g � 4/q

�
2 and such

that Resq�
1
�X2 D Resq�

2
�X2 D 0. The existence of such �X2 is proved in [6]. Then

.X; z1; : : : ; zn/ specifies a point in Mg;¹nº. Take a twisted differential � on X such
that �X1 on X1 is holomorphic and nowhere vanishing, �X2 is given as above on X2,
and �X2g�2 on X2g�2 satisfies div.�X2g�2/D .2g � 6/q

C
2 .

One checks that � satisfies all the required conditions to be compatible with � . In
particular, the global residue condition holds, because �X2 has zero residues at both
q�1 and q�2 . Hence, by Theorem 1.3, the associated pointed stable differential .X;

!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety compactification P�M
inc
g;¹nº.�/,

where !jX1 D �X1 , !jXg�2 D �Xg�2 , and ! is identically zero on X2. Note that one
can scale � on the top level components X1 and Xg�2 by a pair of nonzero scalars
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.�1; �g�2/, which does not affect its compatibility with � . The associated stable dif-
ferential ! is scaled accordingly on X1 and Xg�2, but the underlying marked curve
.X; z1; : : : ; zn/ remains the same. In other words, the �2-preimage of .X; z1; : : : ; zn/
in the incidence variety compactification contains the space of the projectivized pairs
Œ�1; �g�2	, which is one-dimensional. Since the image of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ under �1
retains the scaling information, there does not exist a map h such that h ı �2 D �1
holds.

Remark 2.2
Conceptually speaking, the map �2 fails to be injective for two reasons. First, for a
component of X , there may exist a nontrivial linear equivalence relation between the
marked points in that component. For example, let X be the union of a hyperelliptic
curve Y of genus g � 1 and a P1-component, intersecting at two points q1 and q2
which are Weierstraß points of Y . Moreover, suppose that all the marked points are
contained in P1. Then .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ can be the image of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ under
�2, where ! is identically zero on P1 and restricts to Y as a differential with a zero
of order 2k at q1 and a zero of order 2.g � k � 2/ at q2, for any k 2 ¹0; : : : ; g � 2º.
The other reason is that some scaling factors for the differentials on the top level
components are lost, as discussed in the second part of the proof of Proposition 2.1
(see also Lemma 2.3 below).

When we analyze the examples presented in Section 3, the information of the
dimension of fibers of �2 will play a significant role. Hence, we conclude this section
with the following observation.

LEMMA 2.3
Let �ı be an open boundary stratum of Mg;n parameterizing nodal curves with
a given dual graph. Let .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a curve in the intersection of the locus

�2.P�M
inc
g;n.�// with �ı. Then the dimension of the fiber of �2 over .X; z1; : : : ; zn/

is one less than the maximal number of connected components of the graph �D0,
where the maximum is taken over all level graph structures � on � , such that there
exists a compatible twisted differential of type � on .X; z1; : : : ; zn/.

Proof
Take a twisted differential � on X compatible with a chosen level graph � . Suppose
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is the pointed stable differential associated to .�;�/. Then ! is
equal to � restricted to all top level components and is identically zero elsewhere. The
image of .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ under �2 then only retains the information on the zeros of
! on all the irreducible components of top level and thus loses the information of the
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individual scaling factors of � on each such irreducible component. However, if two
such top level irreducible components are connected by an edge, then the matching
residue condition at the corresponding node prescribes that the scale of � on these
two components is equal, and thus, there is only one scale parameter lost for each
connected component of the graph of the top level components. The space of such
scaling factors has projective dimension equal to the number of top level components
minus one. The desired conclusion thus follows from applying this analysis to all
possible level graphs and compatible twisted differentials.

3. Examples of the incidence variety compactification
To illustrate all the aspects of the incidence variety compactification, in this section
we study many examples. We start with examples discussing possible choices of level
graphs and compatible twisted differentials for a fixed dual graph, thus showing that
there are indeed choices involved and that all our data are necessary. We then describe
in detail the incidence variety compactification for a number of strata in low genus.

Throughout this section, we use the following notation. Denote byKXi the canon-
ical line bundle of an irreducible component Xi of a nodal curve X . A node joining
two irreducible components Xi and Xj is denoted by qk . Moreover, if Xi �Xj , then
the node qk is obtained by identifying the points qC

k
2Xi with q�

k
2Xj . We denote

by � the dual graph of X and by � a full order on � . For a twisted differential �
and a stable differential ! on X , we use �i and !i to denote their restrictions to the
component Xi , respectively. We also remind the reader to review Definition 1.6 for �
and ! being associated with each other.

3.1. Cautionary examples
We present some examples that serve as an illustration for our formulation of the
conditions on twisted differentials as well as a warning regarding the extent to which
the choices of � and � determine each other.

Example 3.1 (Twisted differentials do not automatically satisfy the global residue con-
dition)
Let X be a curve with three components X1 � X2 � X3 as represented in Figure 2.
Suppose that X1 and X2 contain no marked poles, and suppose that g3 D 0. Suppose
that the only marked point on X3 is a marked zero z1, that is, m1 > 0.

Let � be a twisted differential on X compatible with this level graph. Since X3 is
on the bottom level, �3 has poles at q�1 and q�2 . Let r1 and r2 be the residues of �3 at
q�1 and q�2 , respectively. The residue theorem on X3 Š P1 says that r1C r2 D 0, with
no further constraints. However, the global residue condition applied to the level ofX3
implies that r1 D 0 and r2 D 0, which does not follow from the relation r1C r2 D 0.
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z1

X1 X2

X3
q1

q2

X1 X2

X3

Figure 2. The curve and level graph used in Example 3.1.

X3

X1

X2
q1q2 q3

z1
zn

X1

X2

X3

Figure 3. The curve and level graph used in Example 3.2.

Example 3.2 (Nonuniqueness of associated twisted differentials)
Theorem 1.3 says that a pointed stable differential lies in the incidence variety com-
pactification of a given stratum if and only if there exists an associated twisted dif-
ferential of the given type compatible with a certain level graph (see Definition 1.6).
However, such a twisted differential may not be unique (modulo scaling), even for a
fixed level graph. For example, suppose X has three irreducible components X1 �
X2 � X3, where X1 intersects X2 at one point q1 and X2 and X3 intersect at two
points q2 and q3, and suppose all marked points z1; : : : ; zn lie on X3 (see Figure 3).

Suppose � is a twisted differential compatible with the corresponding level graph
� . Because X1 has no marked points and it is on the top level, �1 on X1 is holomor-
phic, and it has a unique zero at qC1 whose order is 2g1 � 2. Moreover, �3 on X3 has
all the prescribed zeros or poles at zi ; hence, the sum of its pole orders at q�2 and q�3
is equal to 2g � 2g3. Suppose that �3 has a pole of order k at q�2 and a pole of order
2g� 2g3� k at q�3 . Then �2 as a differential on X2 has a pole of order 2g1 at q�1 and
has zeros of orders k � 2 and 2g � 2g3 � k � 2 at qC2 and qC3 , respectively. Finally,
by applying the global residue condition to each level of � , respectively, it says that
the sum of residues of �i on each irreducible component Xi is zero, which follows
from the residue theorem. Hence, in this case the global residue condition imposes no
further constraints on �.

By the above analysis, there exists a twisted differential � compatible with � if
and only if the pointed curve .X; z1; : : : ; zn/ satisfies

KX1 � .2g1 � 2/q
C
1 ;
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KX2 � .k � 2/q
C
2 C .2g � 2g3 � k � 2/q

C
3 � 2g1q

�
1 ;

KX3 �

nX
iD1

mizi � kq
�
2 � .2g � 2g3 � k/q

�
3 :

For special curves X these conditions can be satisfied for different values of k. For
instance, take all Xi ’s to be hyperelliptic curves of high genus, all q˙i ’s to be Weier-
straß points, and k to be even. In that case we obtain a number of distinct twisted
differentials �, all of which are the same on X1 (modulo scaling) but are different on
X2 and X3 (even after modulo scaling).

Suppose ! is the associated stable differential of �. Then !1 D �1 is determined
on the top level component X1, which is the same for all the different choices of
� (modulo scaling). Nevertheless, !2 and !3 are identically zero on the lower level
components X2 and X3, respectively. Hence, in this case different values of k in the
above give rise to distinct twisted differentials �, but the associated stable differential
.X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ remains the same.

Example 3.3 (Pointed stable differentials do not determine the level graph)
The previous example shows that there may be many different twisted differentials
that are associated with a given pointed stable differential in the incidence variety
compactification. We now show that a pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/
does not necessarily determine a full order on the dual graph. The reason is that !
is identically zero on the lower level components of X ; hence, the lower level com-
ponents may be ordered differently. An example illustrated in Figure 4 is given by
a triangular subgraph on lower levels, attached to a top level component X1. The
only two marked points are z1 2X3 and z2 2X4. The two different level graphs are
obtained by switching the ordering of X3 and X4 on the bottom two levels.

Suppose the genera of X1 and X2 are sufficiently high so that m1 > 2g3 � 2 and
m2 > 2g4 � 2. Take a twisted differential � such that

X3

X4

z1
z2

q1q2 q3

q4

X1

X2

X1

X2

X4

X3

X1

X2

X4

X3

Figure 4. The curve with two different level graphs used in Example 3.3.
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div.�1/D .2g1 � 2/q
C
1 ;

div.�2/D kq
C
2 C .2g2C 2g1 � k � 2/q

C
3 � 2g1q

�
1 ;

div.�3/Dm1z1C .2g3C k �m1/q4 � .kC 2/q
�
2 ;

div.�4/Dm2z2C .k � 2g1 � 2g2/q
�
3 C .m1 � 2� k � 2g3/q4;

where 0 � k � 2g2 C 2g1 � 2. The existence of such � is equivalent to the linear
equivalence conditions div.�i / �KXi for all i . One can take Xi to be hyperelliptic
curves, zi and qj to be Weierstraß points, and mi and k to be even, so that these
conditions hold. In that case, if we choose suitable k such that 2g3 C k �m1 > �1,
then �3 is holomorphic at q4 on X3; hence, � is compatible with the level graph on
the right-hand side of Figure 4, where the global residue condition follows from the
residue theorem on each lower level component. Conversely if 2g3 C k �m1 < �1,
then �3 has a higher-order pole at q4 on X3; hence, � is compatible with the level
graph in the middle of Figure 4. Nevertheless, in both cases the associated stable
differentials ! are the same (modulo scaling on the top level component X1), because
! is identically zero on the components X2, X3, and X4.

Example 3.4 (Different level graphs give different global residue conditions)
Consider two level graphs �1 and �2 with the same underlying dual graph � of a
curve X , presented in Figure 5. The orientation of the edges is going downward.
Because X5 and X6 are disjoint, �1 and �2 determine the same partial order on � .
Further suppose there is no marked pole in the smooth locus of X .

We will now determine the conditions necessary for a twisted differential � to
be compatible with �1 or �2, respectively. For a node qk joining Xi and Xj with
Xi �Xj , we denote by ri;j the residue of �j at q�

k
. In both cases �1, �2, and �3 are

holomorphic, and �4, �5, and �6 are meromorphic. Applying the residue theorem to
�i on Xi for i D 4; 5; 6, we obtain that

r1;4C r3;4 D 0; r1;5C r2;5C r3;5 D 0; r2;6C r4;6 D 0:

X1 X2 X3

X4 X5

X6

X1 X2 X3

X4

X5X6

Figure 5. Two level graphs �1 and �2 used in Example 3.4.
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The global residue condition can be imposed at the bottom level and at the middle
level of � i . For �1 the bottom level global residue condition implies that

r2;6C r4;6 D 0

(since the graph above the bottom level is connected), which follows from the residue
theorem. The global residue condition applied to the middle level of �1 implies that

r1;4C r1;5 D 0; r2;5 D 0; r3;4C r3;5 D 0;

where the third condition follows from the first two and the residue theorem. Thus,
for �1 the global residue condition gives two extra relations among the residues of �,
in addition to the residue theorem. In particular, it implies that r2;5 D 0.

For �2 the global residue condition applied to the bottom level implies that

r4;6C r1;5C r3;5 D 0; r2;5C r2;6 D 0

(since the graph above the bottom level has two connected components, one beingX2,
and the other everything else), where the two conditions are equivalent by the residue
theorem. The global residue condition applied to the middle level of �2 implies that
r1;4 D 0 (or, equivalently, r3;4 D 0 by the residue theorem). Thus, for �2 the global
residue condition gives two extra relations among the residues of �, in addition to
the residue theorem. In particular, it implies that r1;4 D 0, which is different from the
conditions imposed by �1 in the preceding paragraph.

Example 3.5 (The space of residues cut out by the global residue condition)
In this example we illustrate how the scaling factors of a twisted differential on lower
level components of X come into play in the global residue condition. Consider the
curve X with the level graph � in Figure 6. Suppose there is no marked pole in the
smooth locus of X .

Let � be a twisted differential on X whose associated stable differential is !.
Suppose further that � satisfies conditions (0)–(3) with respect to � (see Definitions
1.1 and 1.2). Take a pair of scalars �D .�4; �5/. Define a twisted differential

�.�/D ¹�1; �2; �3; �4�4; �5�5º:

X1 X2 X3

X4 X5

Figure 6. The curve and level graph used in Example 3.5.
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Because X4 and X5 are the lower level components, the associated stable differential
of �.�/ is !, and �.�/ also satisfies conditions (0)–(3) with respect to � . Conversely,
any twisted differential with associated stable differential equal to ! is of type �.�/.
By Theorem 1.3, .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety compactifi-
cation if and only if there exists one such �.�/ satisfying the global residue condition.

Use the notation ri;j for residues of � as in the preceding example. Then the
residues of �.�/, compared to �, are multiplied by �4 and �5 on X4 and X5, respec-
tively. Applying the residue theorem to X4 and X5 gives

r1;4C r2;4C r3;4 D 0; r1;5C r2;5C r3;5 D 0:

The global residue condition applied to �.�/ and � imposes the conditions

�4r1;4C �5r1;5 D 0; �4r2;4C �5r2;5 D 0; �4r3;4C �5r3;5 D 0:

By the residue theorem we can express r3;4 and r3;5 in terms of the other residues;
hence, the imposed conditions reduce to´

�4r1;4C �5r1;5 D 0;

�4r2;4C �5r2;5 D 0:

Eliminating �4 and �5 in the above further reduces the conditions to

r1;4r2;5 � r2;4r1;5 D 0:

Hence, there exists a twisted differential �.�/ compatible with � only if the residues
of � satisfy this quadratic equation. This phenomenon will be addressed in full gen-
erality in our forthcoming work [4], where we study in detail the boundary structure
of the incidence variety compactification.

3.2. Some preliminary results

We first remark that the incidence variety compactification P�M
inc
g;¹nº.m1; : : : ;mn/

of any stratum has divisorial boundary (i.e., the boundary is of complex codimension
1 in the compactification). This follows from the fact that Mg;n and the projectivized
Hodge bundle have divisorial boundary, and this is where we take the closure of the

stratum. In this section we describe explicitly the boundary of P�M
inc
g;¹nº.m1; : : : ;mn/

for a few cases. The general method is as follows. First, we enumerate the boundary
strata in Mg;n parameterizing stable curves with a given dual graph. For each such
stratum, we investigate all possible level graphs. Then we write down the space of
all possible twisted differentials � that are compatible with such a level graph, which
we write as a formula saying that � lies in a suitable product of strata of differentials,
recording its zeros and poles on the irreducible components of X . Given such �, the
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associated pointed stable differential ! coincides with � on the top level components
and is identically zero elsewhere. To conclude, we use Lemma 2.3 to compute the
dimension of the fiber of the map �2 from the incidence variety compactification to
its image in the Deligne–Mumford compactification (see the setting (2.8)).

For later use we denote by�ıi the open divisorial components of the boundary of
Mg . More precisely, �ıi for 1� i � Œg=2	 parameterizes reducible curves consisting
of a genus i smooth component and a genus g� i smooth component attached at one
node, and �ı0 parameterizes irreducible nodal curves of geometric genus g � 1.

We first consider the strata in genus zero, since they play a central role in many
cases. Recall that there exists a meromorphic differential on P1 with any prescribed
collection of zeros and poles, as long as the sum of their orders is equal to �2. As
a consequence of Theorem 1.3, we deduce the following statement about residues of
meromorphic differentials on P1.

LEMMA 3.6
Let �M0.m0; : : : ;mn/ be a stratum of meromorphic differentials in genus zero such
that m0 > 0 and mi < 0 for 1� i � n. If n� 2, then every differential in this stratum
has a nonzero residue at some pole.

Proof
If some mi D �1, then the corresponding pole is simple; hence, it has a nonzero
residue. From now on assume that mi ��2 for all 1� i � n.

We argue by contradiction. Suppose this stratum contains a differential �0 on
X0 Š P1 with zero residue at every pole. Denote by z0 the zero of �0 and by zi the
pole of �0 of order mi for 1� i � n. For every i � 1 we attach to X0 at zi a curve Xi
as follows. If mi is even, then we take a curve of genus gi D�mi=2 such that there
exists a differential �i on Xi with a unique zero of order �mi � 2 at z0. If mi is odd,
then we attach a curve of genus gi D .�mi C1/=2 such that there exists a differential
�i on Xi with a zero of order �mi � 2 at zi and a simple zero elsewhere. Let X be
the resulting stable curve.

The collection of �0; �1; : : : ; �n defines a twisted differential � of type .m0; 1;
: : : ; 1/ on X , where the number of ones is equal to the number d of odd negative mi .
Consider the level graph � onX such thatX1 � � � � �Xn �X0. Given the hypothesis
that �0 has zero residues at z1; : : : ; zn, the twisted differential � is compatible with � .
Hence, by Theorem 1.3, all stable pointed differentials associated to such � are in
the incidence variety compactification of the stratum P�Mg.m0; 1; : : : ; 1/, where
gD

Pn
iD1b

�miC1
2
c.

Note that

dimP�Mg.m0; 1; : : : ; 1/D 2gC d � 1:
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On the other hand, the dimension of the space of stable pointed differentials associated
to the twisted differentials we constructed, with the projectivization of �0 onX0 fixed,
has dimension

�1C
X

i>0;mi even

2gi C
X

i>0;mi odd

.2gi C 1/D 2gC d � 1;

where the �1 results from simultaneous projectivization of the differentials on the top
level components. Hence, it has the same dimension as the stratum, contradicting the
fact that the boundary of a closed variety has smaller dimension compared to that of
the interior.

Remark 3.7
The lemma can also be proved directly in two ways. If ! is such a differential with no
residue, then ! D df for some meromorphic function f on P1. By regarding f as
a map from P1 to P1, the unique zero of ! corresponds to the unique ramification
point of f over P1 n ¹1º, and the n poles of ! map to 1. It follows from the
Riemann–Hurwitz formula that 2d � 2D .d � 1/C .d � n/, where d is the degree
of f , which contradicts that n � 2. Alternatively if ! has no residue, then the flat
geometric representation of ! in the sense of [6] has no saddle connections; hence,
the surface would be a wedge sum of n spheres attached at the unique zero, leading
to a contradiction.

The above lemma yields a useful criterion when we apply the global residue
condition to twisted differentials on a stable curve with a rational component.

COROLLARY 3.8
Suppose �D .m1; : : : ;mn/ is a holomorphic type, that is, all mi ’s are positive. Let
.X; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a stable curve with an irreducible component Xv of genus zero
such that all the nodes q1; : : : ; qk contained in Xv are separating and k � 2. If � is a
twisted differential of type � such that �v on Xv has a unique zero and has a pole at
each qi , then � is not compatible with any level graph on X .

Proof
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a level graph � on X such that � is compatible
with � . Since �v has a pole at each node qi , Xv is on a lower level compared to
the component on the other branch of qi . Since qi is separating, the global residue
condition applied to the level of Xv implies that Resqi �v D 0 for all i , contradicting
Lemma 3.6.
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Next we describe a relationship between pointed stable differentials and com-
patible level graphs. An irreducible component Xv of X is called a nonstrict local
minimum if, for every component Xu intersecting Xv , the inequality Xu �Xv holds.

LEMMA 3.9
Let .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a pointed stable differential, and suppose that g ¤ 1 or
n¤ 0. If an irreducible component Xv of X is a (nonstrict) local minimum in a level
graph � , then any twisted differential � compatible with � that agrees with ! on the
top level components has at least one zero or marked point at a smooth point of Xv .

Proof
Since Xv is a (nonstrict) local minimum, the differential �v has a pole at any node
lying on Xv . If �v has no marked zero in the smooth locus of Xv , then Xv Š P1,
because the only Riemann surfaces on which there exists a meromorphic differential
without zeros are P1 and a genus 1 curve—and in the latter case the differential must
be holomorphic with no zeros or poles, and thus, Xv must equal X , which is the
excluded case. In that case, �v either has two simple poles or a single double pole;
hence, for the curve to be stable, Xv must contain at least one marked point.

This lemma implies the following useful result.

COROLLARY 3.10
For g � 1 any pointed stable differential .X;!; z/ in the incidence variety compact-

ification P�M
inc
g;1.2g � 2/ is compatible with a level graph that has a unique local

minimum, which is the irreducible component of X containing the marked point z.

We conclude this section by the following lemma for later use. Recall the map �2
defined in (2.8) from the incidence variety compactification to the Deligne–Mumford
compactification.

LEMMA 3.11
Let S be an open boundary stratum of Mg;n parameterizing curves with a fixed dual
graph. Let QS be the boundary stratum corresponding to the dual graph obtained from
the dual graph of S by adding a loop at a vertex v and decreasing the geometric genus
ofXv by one (i.e., adding a nonseparating node q for an irreducible componentXv of
curves in S ). Then the dimension of ��12 . QS/ in the incidence variety compactification
of any stratum of differentials is either strictly smaller than the dimension of ��12 .S/

or both preimages are empty.
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Proof
To prove this result it suffices to show that ��12 . QS/ is contained in the closure of
��12 .S/. Let .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a stable pointed differential in ��12 . QS/. Choose
an associated twisted differential � in the sense of Definition 1.6. Since the newly
added node q is an internal node, � has simple poles with opposite residues at the two
branches of q by conditions (1), (2), and (3). Then one can locally smooth out q to
obtain a family of twisted differentials �t such that the stable differential associated
to the general �t lies in ��12 .S/. This operation of locally smoothing a simple polar
node can be performed by classical plumbing (see Lemma 4.4).

3.3. The incidence variety compactification of P�M2.2/

In this section we work out in detail the irreducible components of the boundary

@P�M
inc
2;1.2/ in the incidence variety compactification of P�M2.2/. This stratum is

connected. Moreover, �2 maps it to the locus of Weierstraß points in M2;1. The clo-
sure of this stratum was described already in [20, Section 6] by using admissible dou-
ble covers. Here we match these results and demonstrate how our current machinery
works. Coordinates around part of this boundary were described in [3, Section 6.6].

PROPOSITION 3.12
The boundary of P�M

inc
2;1.2/ has three irreducible components, given by the closures

of the loci .I/, .II/, and .III/ defined below.

Proof

The strategy of the proof is as follows. Recall that the boundary of P�M
inc
2;1.2/ is

divisorial (see the beginning of Section 3.2); hence, its irreducible components are
two-dimensional. It thus suffices to locate all two-dimensional boundary strata of

P�M
inc
2;1.2/. We perform the search according to the dimension of the boundary strata

in M2;1.

We first determine the �2-preimage in P�M
inc
2;1.2/ of every open divisorial stra-

tum of M2;1. Let X be a stable curve in the stratum �ı0 (see Figure 7). Since X is
irreducible, there is no order to consider on the dual graph. Given a twisted differen-
tial �, the associated stable differential ! coincides with �, which is not identically
zero on X . Such a differential has a double zero and two simple poles on the normal-

z
X X

Figure 7. A curve parameterized by �ı0 and its level graph.
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z

X1

X2

qC

q� X1

X2

Figure 8. A curve parameterized by �ı1 and its level graph.

ization of X , which is of genus one. Thus, the �2-preimage of �ı0 in P�M2;1 can be
identified with the locus

.I/ WD P�Minc
1;¹3º.2;�1;�1/;

where the two simple poles are not ordered. This is the locus of elliptic curves E with
three marked points p1, p2, p3 such that 2p1 D p2 C p3. It is irreducible according
to [5]. The locus .I/ is two-dimensional, and hence, it gives an irreducible component

of the boundary of P�M
inc
2;1.2/.

In the open boundary divisor �ı1, a stable curve X is the union of two elliptic
curves X1 and X2 intersecting at q, where z 2X2. Suppose � is a twisted differential
compatible with a level graph � on X . Then �2 on X2 has a unique zero of order two
at z; hence, �2 has a double pole at q�, and the component X2 is of lower level than
X1 in � (see Figure 8). Consequently, �1 on X1 is holomorphic and nowhere vanish-
ing. The global residue condition requires that Resq� �2 D 0, which follows from the
residue theorem for �2 onX2. We have thus verified that in the above setting � is com-
patible with � . Such .X;�/ is equivalent to the collection of .X1; �1; qC/ 2�M1;1

and .X2; �2; z; q�/ 2 �Minc
1;2.2;�2/. Suppose ! is the associated stable differen-

tial of �. Then !jX1 D �1 and ! is identically zero on the lower level component
X2. In other words, the associated pointed stable differential .X;!; z/ consists of
.X1; �1; q

C/ and .X2; z; q�/, which forgets �2 compared to .X;�/. In this sense we
can identify the �2-preimage of �ı1 in P�M2;1 with the locus

.II/ WD P�M1;1 	 �2
�
P�Minc

1;2.2;�2/
�
:

Since we are working on the open part�ı1 of the boundary divisor, the points z and q�

are not allowed to coincide. (The degeneration when z and q� coincide corresponds
to stable curves that have three irreducible components, as depicted in Figure 11,
and this case will be treated separately below.) Thus, the second factor is the locus
in M1;2, where z and q� differ by a nonzero two-torsion point. According to the
classification of [5], this locus is irreducible. Together with the fact that P�M1;1 is
irreducible, this implies that the locus .II/ is irreducible and two-dimensional, and

hence, it gives an irreducible component of the boundary of P�M
inc
2;1.2/.
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z
X

Figure 9. An irreducible curve with two nodes.

z

X1

X2

X1

X2
z

X1

X2

X1

X2

Figure 10. An elliptic curve union with a rational nodal curve and the level graph.

z

X1 X2

X3

X1 X2

X3

Figure 11. Two elliptic curves connected by a pointed rational curve and the corresponding level
graph.

We now study the �2-preimages in P�M
inc
2;1.2/ of the codimension 2 boundary

strata of M2;1. Consider the locus of irreducible stable curves with two nodes (see
Figure 9). Since this stratum is obtained by adding a loop to the dual graph of curves

in �ı0, by Lemma 3.11 its �2-preimage has higher codimension in P�M
inc
2;1.2/ and,

hence, does not give a boundary component.
Next, consider the locus of stable curves as represented in Figure 10, where one

component is an elliptic curve and the other component is a rational nodal curve. The
marked point z is contained in one of the two components. Clearly both dual graphs
are obtained by adding a loop to the dual graph of curves in �ı1. Hence, Lemma 3.11
implies that the �2-preimages of these strata do not give boundary components of

P�M
inc
2;1.2/.

Another codimension 2 boundary stratum of M2;1 parameterizes stable pointed
curves that have a rational bridgeX3 connecting two elliptic curvesX1 andX2, where
the marked point z lies on X3 to ensure the stability of X (see Figure 11). It follows

from Corollary 3.8 that this stratum does not intersect the projection of P�M
inc
2;1.2/

under �2.
The only remaining codimension 2 boundary stratum of M2;1 parameterizes

curves consisting of two irreducible componentsX1 andX2 intersecting at two points,
where X1 has genus one and X2 has genus zero, and the marked point z is contained
in X2 to ensure the stability of X (see Figure 12).
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zX2

X1

q1 q2

X1

X2

Figure 12. Two curves intersecting at two nodes and the level graph.

Suppose � is a twisted differential compatible with a level graph � on X . It
follows from Corollary 3.10 that X1 � X2. Since �1 on X1 has no zeros, it is holo-
morphic and nowhere vanishing, and then �2 has a double pole at each of the two
nodes with a double zero at z. In this case the global residue condition requires that
Resq�

1
�2 C Resq�

2
�2 D 0, which follows from the residue theorem. The associated

stable differential ! is equal to �1 on X1, and ! on X2 is identically zero. Hence, the

locus of such .X;!; z/ in P�M
inc
2;1.2/ can be identified with

.III/ WD P�M1;2 	M0;3;

where the second factor corresponds to the one-point space �2.P�Minc
0;¹3º.2;�2;

�2//. Since the locus .III/ is clearly irreducible and two-dimensional, it gives an

irreducible component of the boundary of P�M
inc
2;1.2/.

It remains to consider the boundary strata of M2;1 that have codimension greater
than or equal to 3. If there exists a boundary component of P�M

inc
2;1.2/ mapping to

such a stratum, then the fibers of �2 over this stratum have positive dimension. By
Lemma 2.3, for this to happen, the graph �D0 must have at least two connected com-
ponents. In our case, the components of top level would have to be of genus at least
one. Hence, such a stratum would have to parameterize curves with two irreducible
components of (arithmetic) genus at least one, neither of them containing the marked
point z. The only possibility is that such curves are degenerations of the curves in Fig-
ure 11. Such degenerations can happen only if (at least) one of the two elliptic com-
ponents degenerates to a rational nodal curve. However, in that case, Corollary 3.8

still applies; hence, the locus of such curves is disjoint from the image of P�M
inc
2;1.2/

under �2. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.12.

3.4. The incidence variety compactification of P�M3.4/

Recall that the stratum P�M3.4/ has two irreducible components P�M3.4/
hyp and

P�M3.4/
odd (see [25]). The hyperelliptic component parameterizes hyperelliptic

curves with a marked Weierstraß point. The odd-spin component parameterizes non-
hyperelliptic curves whose canonical embeddings (as plane quartics) have a hyper-
flex. Below we will describe the closure of the entire stratum. The closure of each
connected component will follow from the results in the forthcoming work [4].
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For a pointed stable differential .X;!; z/ in the boundary of P�M
inc
3;1.4/, let �

be a level graph onX , and let � be a compatible twisted differential such that the asso-
ciated pointed stable differential is .X;!; z/. By Corollary 3.10, � has a unique min-
imal vertex, and the corresponding irreducible component of X contains the marked
point z.

We first determine the �2-preimages in P�M
inc
3;1.4/ of the open boundary divi-

sors of M3;1. The computation over �ı0 is similar to the previous case, and we obtain
the corresponding locus as

.i/ WD P�Minc
2;¹3º.4;�1;�1/;

where the two simple poles are unordered. By [5, Theorem 1.2], this locus has two
connected components that can be distinguished by their parity. Both these compo-
nents are four-dimensional, and therefore, each of them is an irreducible component

of the boundary of P�M
inc
3;1.4/. In fact, by the discussion in [20, Section 4] each

component of P�Minc
2;¹3º.4;�1;�1/ is a boundary component of the connected com-

ponent of �M
inc
3;1.4/ of the same parity.

For i D 1; 2, denote by �ı1;i the open boundary divisor of M3;1 parameterizing
nodal unions of a genus one curve with a genus two curve, where the marked point
is contained in the genus i component, respectively. By Lemma 3.9, the component
containing the marked point is of lower level compared to the unmarked component
in � . As in the previous section, we obtain that

.ii/ WD ��12 .�ı1;1/D P�Minc
2;1.2/	 �2

�
P�Minc

1;2.4;�4/
�
;

.iii/ WD ��12 .�ı1;2/D P�M1;1 	 �2
�
P�Minc

2;2.4;�2/
�
;

both of which are again purely four-dimensional. By [5], each of these two loci has
two connected components: a hyperelliptic one and a nonhyperelliptic one, and each
of these is then an irreducible component of the boundary of the corresponding com-

ponent of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Next we investigate the situation over the codimension 2 boundary strata of M3;1.
By Lemma 3.11, the �2-preimage of the locus of irreducible curves with two nodes
has codimension greater than 1; hence, it does not provide a boundary component of

P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Let ‚0 
M3;1 denote the locus of curves with two components X0 and X2
intersecting at two nodes, where X0 Š P1, X2 has genus two, and X0 contains the
marked point. In this case X2 �X0 in � ; hence, the stable differential ! is identically
zero on X0. For ! on X2, it is given by �2, and there are two possibilities. If �2 has
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simple zeros at both nodes, then �0 on X0 has triple poles at both nodes, and hence,
.X;!; z/ is parameterized by the irreducible locus

.iv/ WD P�Minc
2;¹2º.1; 1/	 �2

�
P�Minc

0;¹3º.4;�3;�3/
�
:

On the other hand, if �2 has a double zero at one node and is regular at the other, then
.X;!; z/ is parameterized by the irreducible locus

.v/ WD P�Minc
2;2.2; 0/	 �2

�
P�Minc

0;3.4;�4;�2/
�
:

Both loci are four-dimensional irreducible, and thus,

��12 .‚0/D .iv/[ .v/;

providing (irreducible) boundary components of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Let ‚1 
M3;1 denote the locus of curves with two components X1 and X2
intersecting at two nodes, where both components have genus one and X1 contains
the marked point. A similar analysis as in the case of ‚0 implies that the pointed

stable differential .X;!; z/ in P�M
inc
3;1.4/\ �

�1
2 .‚1/ then lies in the locus

.vi/ WD P�M1;¹2º 	 �2
�
P�Minc

1;¹3º.4;�2;�2/
�
;

which has two irreducible components, both of dimension four, hence providing

boundary components of P�M
inc
3;1.4/. As remarked in [20, Section 7], each of these

two components lies in the boundary of both components of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

For the codimension 2 boundary strata of M3;1 parameterizing curves with one
separating node and one nonseparating node, they are contained in the closure of�ı1;i
for i D 1; 2 by pinching a nonseparating loop on an irreducible component of curves
in �ı1;i . This is the operation described by Lemma 3.11, and thus, the corresponding

boundary loci in P�M
inc
3;1.4/ are contained in .ii/ and .iii/ defined above. There-

fore, the �2-preimages of such codimension 2 boundary strata do not give rise to any

boundary components of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Let us consider the other codimension 2 boundary strata of M3;1 parameterizing
curves with two separating nodes. There are several possibilities. If all three compo-
nents X1, X2, and X3 of the curve X have genus one and the marked point lies in the
middle component X2, then the twisted differential � lies in the locus contained in

�M1;1 	�Minc
1;¹3º.4;�2;�2/	�M1;1;

which is cut out by the global residue condition that �2 has zero residues at both nodes
on the middle component X2. Here we encounter the situation in which the map �2
is no longer finite. In this case the full order is X1 �X3 �X2. Since X1 and X3 are
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both of top level, by Lemma 2.3 the fibers of �2 are one-dimensional, which record
the projectivization of the pair of scaling factors for �1 and �3. It follows that the
associated pointed stable differential .X;!; z/ lies in the codimension 1 locus

.vii/� P.�M1;1 	�M1;1/	 �2
�
�Minc

1;¹3º.4;�2;�2/
�

given by the condition that �2 has zero residues. By the results of [6] it follows that
the locus .vii/ is nonempty, and thus, its codimension in this product is equal to 1. The
locus .vii/ is thus purely four-dimensional; the number of its irreducible components
is not known, but each such irreducible component gives a boundary component of
P�Minc

3;1.4/.
On the other hand, if the marked point z lies in X1, then the full order is given by

X3 � X2 � X1. Since X3 is the unique irreducible component of top level, the map
�2 is finite. The twisted differential � lies in the locus

�M1;1 	�Minc
1;2.2;�2/	�Minc

1;2.4;�4/;

and the associated pointed stable differential lies in the locus

P�M1;1 	 �2
�
�Minc

1;2.2;�2/
�
	 �2

�
�Minc

1;2.4;�4/
�
;

which is three-dimensional and, thus, not a boundary component of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Suppose now that one of the three irreducible components of X has genus zero.
By the stability of X , the P1-component must be the middle component, and it con-
tains the marked point z. It follows from Corollary 3.8 that this locus is disjoint with

the image of P�M
inc
3;1.4/ under �2. This completes our analysis over the codimension

2 boundary strata of M3;1.
We now investigate over which boundary strata of M3;1 of codimension greater

than or equal to 3 there may be boundary components of P�M
inc
3;1.4/. As there are

numerous cases, we first make some general observations. If a boundary stratum of
M3;1 parameterizes stable curves that have an internal node, then by Lemma 3.11, its

�2-preimage does not give rise to a boundary component of P�M
inc
3;1.4/. Therefore,

it suffices to consider the case when all irreducible components of the stable curves
are smooth. Furthermore, if the �2-preimage of a boundary stratum of M3;1 of codi-

mension greater than or equal to 3 gives a boundary component of P�M
inc
3;1.4/, then

the fibers of �2 over this stratum have positive dimension.
Let us first determine which codimension 3 strata of the boundary of M3;1 are

contained in �2.P�M
inc
3;1.4//. As before, Lemma 3.11 allows us to assume that no

edge of the dual graph � is a loop. Moreover, if h1.�/� 3, then the stratum has codi-
mension at least 4 and can be discarded. The case of h1.�/D 0, that is, the � being
a tree, is also easily ruled out. If h1.�/ D 1, then � must be the triangle, with two
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curves of genus one and one P1 containing the marked point. In this case, the admis-
sible twisted differentials give a nontrivial torsion condition on the marked points on

one elliptic curve. Hence, the whole stratum is not in the image �2.P�M
inc
3;1.4//.

Finally, if h1.�/ D 2, then the only possibility is the locus parameterizing curves
with two irreducible components intersecting at three nodes, where one component
has genus one and the other is P1, containing the marked point z. Moreover, the P1

must be of lower level in � . The global residue condition on � then holds automat-
ically by the residue theorem. In this case the associated pointed stable differentials
are parameterized by

.viii/ WD P�M1;3 	 �2
�
P�Minc

0;¹4º.4;�2;�2;�2/
�
:

This locus is irreducible and four-dimensional; hence, it gives an irreducible boundary

component of P�M
inc
3;1.4/.

Let us now look at the cases when �2 has positive-dimensional fibers. According
to Lemma 2.3 the level graph � has at least two top level components. Both are
smooth and of genus at least one. If some two top level components are connected by
a node, then the presence of this node decreases the codimension of such a locus by 1,
and thus, such a locus must be properly contained in a higher-dimensional component
of the boundary. Moreover, by Lemma 3.9, the unique minimal component Xv of
� contains the marked point z. If Xv has genus at least one, then the curve X is
of compact type (which, recall, means that the dual graph is a tree). The only such
stable curve X is given by a P1-component, denoted by X3, intersecting three elliptic
components X1, X2, and Xv , with the full order given by X1 �X2 �X3 �Xv . Then
a compatible twisted differential � on X3 Š P1 would have a double zero at the node
joining Xv and two double poles with zero residues at the other two nodes, which is
impossible by Lemma 3.6.

Now assume that the minimal component Xv has genus zero. Since Xv contains
z, in order to be stable, Xv must have at least two nodes. If it has precisely two
nodes, then X n Xv has to be connected, for otherwise the global residue condition
would imply that �v has zero residues at the two nodes and a unique zero at z, which
is impossible by Lemma 3.6. In this case the only possibility of such X and � is
X1 �X2 �Xv , whereX1 andX2 are of genus one, andXv Š P1. Then there does not
exist a compatible twisted differential �, for otherwise �1 on the elliptic component
X1 would have a simple pole at the node joining X2 and a simple zero at the node
joining Xv , which is impossible.

Now consider the case when Xv Š P1 contains more than two nodes. If there are
three top level components, then all of them have to be elliptic curves and have to
intersect Xv . Then the global residue condition implies that any compatible twisted
differential � has zero residues at the poles of �v on Xv . By Lemma 3.6 such � does
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not exist. If X has only two top level components, then both of them have to be
elliptic curves, and the dual graph of X contains a circle. Hence, all but two of the
nodes contained in Xv are separating. In order for X to be stable, at each separating
node the attached curve must be of genus one. Thus, there can be only one separating
node. In this case the only possibility is that Xv intersects X1 at one point and Xv
intersectsX2 at two points, where bothX1 andX2 are of genus one. Let S be the locus
in�Minc

0;¹4º.4;�2;�2;�2/ parameterizing meromorphic differentials whose residues
are zero at the first pole. In this case the twisted differentials are parameterized by the
locus

�M1;1 	�M1;2 	 S:

The associated pointed stable differentials .X;!; z/ are parameterized by

.ix/ WD P.�M1;1 	�M1;2/	 �2.S/;

which is four-dimensional. We claim that this locus is connected, and thus, it gives

an irreducible component of the boundary of P�M
inc
3;1.4/. Indeed, a differential in

�Minc
0;¹4º.4;�2;�2;�2/ can be written in the form ! D dz

z2.z�1/2.z�a/2
with a 2C n

¹0; 1º. The residue of ! at 0 is Res0.!/D
2.aC1/

a3
, which is zero if and only if aD�1.

This shows that S and, hence, .ix/ are connected.
In summary, we have proved the following result.

PROPOSITION 3.13
The boundary of P�M

inc
3;1.4/ is the union of the closures of the loci .i/, .ii/, .iii/, .iv/,

.v/, .vi/, .vii/, .viii/, and .ix/ defined above. Furthermore, for each of these cases
except .vii/, the irreducible components of the corresponding locus are enumerated
above, so that in total we see that the number of irreducible components of the bound-

ary of P�M
inc
3;1.4/ is equal to 12 plus the number of irreducible components of the

locus .vii/. Moreover, the loci .vii/ and .ix/ are contracted under the map �2.

We remark that in [20] the third author analyzed the incidence variety compactifi-
cation of P�Minc

3;1.4/ over the boundary divisors�ı0 and�ı1 of M3. In [7], the second
author characterized the Deligne–Mumford compactification of P�M3;1.4/ in M3;1

for curves with at most two nodes. Farkas and Pandharipande [17] also studied the
Deligne–Mumford compactification of P�M3;1.4/ for several cases of stable curves
with a fixed dual graph. Hu [22] obtained an explicit modular form defining the locus
of hyperflexes in M3, that is, the image of P�M3.4/

odd in M3.
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3.5. Some strata of meromorphic differentials in genus one
In this section we describe the boundary of the incidence variety compactification
of �M1.m;�m/ and �M1.m1;m2;m3/ in genus one. First consider the stratum
P�M1.m;�m/ for m � 2. If a stable curve in M1;2 has a separating node, then it

does not lie in the image �2.P�M
inc
1;¹2º.m;�m//. Otherwise the subcurve on one

side of the separating node would have arithmetic genus zero, and by stability it
would have to contain both marked points. Then a compatible twisted differential
on this component would have a zero and a pole at the two marked points, respec-
tively, and have another pole at the node, where both poles would have zero residues
by the global residue condition and the residue theorem. But this is impossible by
Lemma 3.6. Thus, we only need to consider the open boundary divisor �ı0 of M1;2

parameterizing irreducible rational nodal curves and the locus ‚ parameterizing two
P1-components intersecting at two nodes, each containing a marked point.

The �2-preimage of �ı0 in P�M
inc
1;¹2º.m;�m// can be identified with the locus

.j/
 P�Minc
0;¹4º.m;�1;�1;�m/;

where the two simple poles are unordered, and the meromorphic differentials parame-
terized in .j/ have zero residues at the pole of orderm. Equivalently, .j/ parameterizes
marked rational curves .P1; z;p; qC; q�/ such that the degree m cover from P1 to P1

induced by mz �mp contains qC and q� in the same fiber.

Now we consider the �2-preimage of‚ in P�M
inc
1;¹2º.m;�m/. Suppose a pointed

stable differential .X;!; z;p/ lies in the �2-preimage of ‚, associated to a twisted
differential � compatible with a level graph � . The irreducible component of X con-
taining the marked zero z must be of lower level in � . Since there is a marked pole
on the top level component, there is no global residue condition in this case. Suppose
the zeros of � on the top level component are of orders a and m � 2 � a at the two
nodes. Then such .X;�/ is parameterized by

�Minc
0;3.a;m� 2� a;�m/	�Minc

0;3.m;�2� a;a�m/:

The associated pointed stable differential .X;!; z;p/ is parameterized by the locus

.jja/ WD P�Minc
0;3.a;m� 2� a;�m/	M0;3;

which is a single point.
In summary, we have obtained the following result.

PROPOSITION 3.14
For m� 2 the boundary of P�M

inc
1;2.m;�m/ consists of the union of the loci .j/ and

.jja/ for aD 0; : : : ; bm�2
2
c defined above.
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Next we study the strata �M1.m1;m2;m3/, where m1 �m2 > 0, m3 < 0, and
m1 Cm2 Cm3 D 0 (so, in particular, we must have m3 � �2). The �2-preimage of

�ı0 in P�M
inc
1;¹3º.m1;m2;m3/ can be identified with the locus

.J/
 P�Minc
1;¹5º.m1;m2;m3;�1;�1/

defined by the condition that the residue is zero at the pole of order m3.
Suppose a pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; z2; z3/ lies in the �2-preimage of

the open boundary divisor in M1;3 parameterizing curves with a separating node. If
all three marked points are on the P1-component of X , then any associated twisted
differential � must be holomorphic and nowhere vanishing on the elliptic component
of X . We thus obtain the locus of such .X;!; z1; z2; z3/ as

.JJ/
 P�M1;1 	 �2
�
P�Minc

0;4.m1;m2;m3;�2/
�
;

where the residue at the last pole of order two is required to be zero. The locus .JJ/ is

one-dimensional; hence, it gives rise to boundary components of P�M
inc
1;¹3º.m1;m2;

m3/.
If the P1-component contains the two marked zeros z1 and z2 and the elliptic

component contains the marked pole z3, then such .X;!; z1; z2; z3/ is parameterized
by the locus

.JJJm3/ WD P�Minc
1;2.�m3;m3/	 �2

�
P�Minc

0;3.m1;m2;m3 � 2/
�

(with a further symmetrization P�Minc
0;¹3º.m1;m2;m3 � 2/ if m1 Dm2). If the zero

of ordermi lies on the elliptic component for i D 1 or 2, then the P1-component must
be of higher level. Since it contains a marked pole, by Theorem 1.3 there is no global
residue condition imposed on an associated twisted differential �. Hence, such .X;�/
are parameterized by

�Minc
1;2.mi ;�mi /	�Minc

0;3.m3�i ;m3;�2Cmi /:

The associated .X;!; z1; z2; z3/ are parameterized by the locus

.JJJmi / WD �2
�
P�Minc

1;2.mi ;�mi /
�
	 P�Minc

0;3.m3�i ;m3;�2Cmi /:

Now suppose .X;!; z1; z2; z3/ lies in the �2-preimage of the locus of curves with
two P1-components intersecting at two nodes. If both marked zeros lie on the same
component, suppose the zeros of � at the two nodes on the other component are of
orders a and �m3�2�a, respectively, for 0� a � b�m3�2

2
c. The associated pointed

stable differentials are parameterized by the locus

.JVam3/ WD P�Minc
0;3.a;�m3 � 2� a;m3/	 �2

�
P�Minc

0;4.m1;m2;�a� 2; aCm3/
�
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(with a further symmetrization if �a � 2 D a C m3). Similarly, if one component
of X contains only the marked zero zi for i D 1 or 2, then suppose the zero orders
of � at the nodes of the other component are a and mi � 2 � a, respectively, for
0 � a � bmi�2

2
c. Then the associated pointed stable differentials are parameterized

by the locus

.JVami / WD P�Minc
0;3.mi ;�a� 2; a�mi /	 �2

�
P�Minc

0;4.m3�i ; a;mi � a� 2;m3/
�
:

All the loci .JJJmi / and .JVami / for i D 1; 2; 3 are one-dimensional; hence, they

give boundary components of P�M
inc
1;3.m1;m2;m3/.

We claim that there are no further boundary components of P�M
inc
1;3.m1;m2;

m3/. By Lemma 3.11 we only need to consider the cases when each irreducible com-
ponent of X is smooth. Over any boundary stratum of codimension 3 in M1;3, in

order to obtain a boundary component of P�M
inc
1;3.m1;m2;m3/, the �2-fibers need

to be positive-dimensional; hence, any associated twisted differential has at least two
top level components in a compatible level graph. Each such top level component
needs to carry a marked pole, which is impossible because there is only one marked
pole. The only remaining codimension 2 boundary stratum of M1;3 parameterizes
stable curves consisting of three components X0, X1, and X2, where X0 ŠX2 Š P1,
X1 is of genus one, X0 intersects X1 and X2 each at a node, X0 contains a marked
point, X2 contains two marked points, and X1 is unmarked. In this case X1 �X0 for
any compatible � in a level graph. The global residue condition implies that � on X0
has zero residues at the poles; hence, it is a meromorphic differential on P1 that has a
unique zero and two poles with zero residues. But this is impossible by Lemma 3.6.

In summary, we have proved the following result.

PROPOSITION 3.15
The boundary of P�M

inc
1;¹3º.m1;m2;m3/ with m1 �m2 > 0 and m3 < 0 is the union

of the closures of the loci .J/, .JJ/, .JJJmi /, and .JVami / for i D 1; 2; 3 defined above.

3.6. Weierstraß divisors on a binary curve
In this section, we apply our main result to study the limits of Weierstraß points on so-
called binary curves. Recall that a binary curve is a curve that consists of two smooth
irreducible components intersecting in a number of nodes. Suppose X is a smooth
and connected curve of genus g. Recall that a point z0 2 X is a Weierstraß point
if h0.X;gz0/ � 2. Equivalently, this is to say that there exists an effective canon-
ical divisor m0z0 C m1z1 C � � � C mnzn on X such that m0 � g. We call such a
divisor a Weierstraß divisor of type �, where �D .m0; : : : ;mn/ with m0 � g. Note
that Weierstraß divisors of type � correspond to pointed differentials in the stratum
P�Mg;nC1.�/.
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Degenerations of Weierstraß points and divisors have been studied intensively
(see, e.g., [10] for limits of Weierstraß points on nodal curves of compact type). Since
the theory of limit linear series used in [10] does not work in full generality for curves
of noncompact type, it is more complicated to study limits of Weierstraß points on a
curve of noncompact type. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3, in what follows we give
an efficient description for the degeneration of Weierstraß divisors on certain binary
curves, which recovers a main case treated by [16].

Let .X;!; z0; : : : ; zn/ be a stable pointed differential of genus g, where X con-
sists of two genus one curves E1 and E2 attached at g � 1 nodes q1; : : : ; qg�1. We
want to study when .X;!; z0; : : : ; zn/ is contained in the incidence variety compacti-
fication of P�Mg;nC1.�/. Without loss of generality, suppose E1 contains z0. Sup-
pose � is a level graph on X and � is a compatible twisted differential such that it is
associated with .X;!; z0; : : : ; zn/. Let �i be the restriction of � on Ei for i D 1; 2.

If E1 �E2, then ordqj .�1/��1 for all j D 1; : : : ; g � 1. Note that

div.�1/D
X
zi2E1

mizi C

g�1X
jD1

ordqj .�1/ � qj :

Since z0 2E1, it follows that

deg
�
div.�1/

�
�m0 � .g � 1/ > 0D degKE1 ;

which contradicts that �1 is a (possibly meromorphic) differential on the genus one
curve E1.

Consider the remaining case E1 �E2 in � . Then ordqj .�2/� 0 for all j . Since

div.�2/D
X
zi2E2

mizi C

g�1X
jD1

ordqj .�2/ � qj ;

in order to ensure deg.div.�2//D 0, the only possibility is that ordqj .�2/D 0 for all
j and that E2 does not contain any marked point zi . Therefore, we conclude that

div.�1/D
nX
iD0

mizi � 2

g�1X
jD1

qj I

hence, necessarily
Pn
iD0mizi � 2

Pg�1
jD1 qj on E1, and �2 is holomorphic and no-

where vanishing on E2.
Conversely if the above linear equivalence relation holds, then the global residue

condition imposed on � follows from the residue theorem on E1. In that case, take
!jE1 D 0 and !jE2 D �2. Then .X;!; z0; : : : ; zn/ lies in the incidence variety com-
pactification of P�Mg;nC1.�/ by Theorem 1.3. Applying the above method, it is
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clear that our compactification can be used to determine the degeneration of Weier-
straß divisors on stable pointed curves of any given type.

4. Plumbing and gluing differentials

4.1. Proof of the main theorem: Conditions are necessary
First we show how to obtain a collection of meromorphic differentials associated to
any boundary point of the incidence variety compactification. Suppose f WX! �

is a family of pointed curves over a sufficiently small disk � whose central fiber is
nodal, along with (possibly meromorphic) differentials of type �D .m1; : : : ;mn/ on
the fibers X�! �� over the punctured disk �� WD � n ¹0º. We denote by Xt the
fiber of f over t 2 �� and by X D X0 the central fiber. The marked points in the
family are recorded as sections Z1; : : : ;Zn W�!X that correspond to the zeros and
poles of the differentials. The family of stable differentials on X can then be viewed
as a section W W ��! f�!X�=��.�Zpol/, where Zpol D

P
mi<0

miZi is the polar
part of �.

The result below shows that, for any irreducible component Xv of the central
fiber, the family of differentials W over �� can be rescaled by a power of t so that
the limit will exist and will not be identically zero on Xv .

LEMMA 4.1
Let .f WX! �;W ;Z1; : : : ;Zn/ be a family of pointed differentials over a disk �
described above. Then for every irreducible component Xv of the central fiber X ,
there exists a unique integer `v such that for a generic section s W �� ! X with
Ns.0/ 2Xv there exists a nonzero limit

�v WD lim
t!0

t`vW
�
t; s.t/

�
¤ 0: (4.1)

We refer to the exponent `v in the lemma as the scaling parameter of the com-
ponent Xv and refer to the �v’s as the scaling limits. If one reparameterizes the base
disk, then the scaling limits on the irreducible components with the same value of the
scaling parameter will be multiplied by the same nonzero scalar.

Proof
Since X is normal, it is regular in codimension 1, so the local ring of OX at Xv is
a discrete valuation ring (DVR) (see, e.g., [2, Theorem 9.3]). As the fiber f �1.0/ is
reduced, t is a uniformizing parameter for this DVR. It follows that any section s of a
line bundle over X is of the form tavg, where g is another local holomorphic section
of the same line bundle over X which does not vanish on Xv . In these terms, av is
just the order of vanishing of s along Xv , and `v in the claim is equal to �av .
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We now show that the collection of these scaling limits gives a twisted differential
satisfying all the conditions.

Proof of Theorem 1.3: Conditions are necessary
Suppose a pointed stable differential .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ lies in the incidence variety
compactification of P�Mg.m1; : : : ;mn/. Take a family of pointed stable differen-
tials over a disk such that .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ is the central fiber, and choose an arbi-
trary lifting of the family of differentials over ��, defined up to scale, to an actual
family of differentials. Define the collection of meromorphic differentials ¹�vº on the
irreducible components Xv of X as the scaling limits given by Lemma 4.1. Then
the scaling parameters `v can be used as a level function on the vertices of the dual
graph � of X and, thus, define a level graph � . Note that multiplying the section W

globally by a power of t results in adding a constant to all the scaling parameters `v .
To ensure that the last statement of condition (1) in Theorem 1.3 holds, we perform
such a global rescaling of W by a power of t so that the maximum scaling param-
eter (corresponding to the top components) is equal to `v D 0, and all other scaling
parameters are thus negative. From now on we fix such a choice and show that the
collection � WD ¹�vº gives a twisted differential compatible with � .

First, note that in the incidence variety compactification the prescribed zeros and
poles are marked points, which are not allowed to collide with a node of the central
fiber. Thus, the vanishing orders of � at all the marked points zi are the same as in the
family, so � satisfies condition (0).

Next we prove conditions (1) and (2). Suppose q is a node joining two irreducible
components Xv1 and Xv2 of the central fiber X . Take a neighborhood U of the node
q, and choose local coordinates x;y such that U Š V.xy � ta/ for some a 2 N.
We pick a differential 
 that generates !X=� and that vanishes nowhere on U , for
example,


 D
dx

x
D�

dy

y
:

To establish conditions (1) and (2), we use that the orders of vanishing and residues
of W in each branch can be detected by the turning numbers and periods of loops in
these branches. We define two families of loops �1t ; �

2
t W Œ0; 2�	!Xt by

�1t .�/D .re
i� ; ta=rei� ; ta/;

�2t .�/D .t
a=rei� ; rei� ; ta/;

for some sufficiently small r > 0. The orders of vanishing are the turning numbers

ordq �vj D Turn�j .�
j
0 /� 1; (4.2)
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where the turning number Turn�.�/ of a curve � with respect to a one-form � is the
degree of the Gauss map

G.�/D
�.� 0.�//

j�.� 0.�//j
:

As the �i ’s are rescalings of W , we have

Turn�j .�
j
0 /D lim

t!0
TurnW.t/.�

j
t /:

For t nonzero, the curve �1t is homotopic to ��2t in an annular domain of Xt in which
the form W is nonzero, so �1t and �2t have opposite turning numbers. It then follows
from (4.2) that

ordq �v1 C ordq �v2 D�2;

which is condition (2).
When these are both simple poles, the same argument gives that the �jt ’s have

opposite periods for t ¤ 0, and by taking a limit, we see that the �j0 ’s have opposite
periods. The �vj ’s then have opposite residues at q, which is condition (1).

Alternatively, conditions (1) and (2) can be explained from the viewpoint of limit
linear series (see [7], [17]). The equation xy D ta gives an Aa�1-singularity of U
at the node q, which can be resolved by blowing up and inserting a chain of a � 1
rational curves R1; : : : ;Ra�1 between the two branches Xv1 and Xv2 . Since the Ri ’s
are Cartier divisors after blowing up, one can use them to twist the relative dualizing
line bundle such that the limit twisted differential corresponds to a section of some
twisted relative dualizing line bundle. Locally twisting by a branch at a node makes
the zero or pole order increase by one in one branch and decrease by one in the
other branch; hence, their sum remains �2 as in the case of the relative dualizing line
bundle before twisting. Then condition (2) follows from applying this observation to
the nodes between Xv1 ;R1; : : : ;Ra�1;Xv2 and the fact that the relative dualizing line
bundle restricted to Ri has degree zero. Similarly, one can see condition (1) this way,
as it holds for the relative dualizing line bundle without twisting.

Finally, we focus on conditions (3) and (4) in Definition 1.2, which depend on
the level graph. By the definition of the scaling limits, we have

�v1 D lim
t!0

t`1W.t/
ˇ̌̌
Xv1

; �v2 D lim
t!0

t`2W.t/
ˇ̌̌
Xv2

:

By the definition of the full order, `1 � `2 if and only if v1 � v2. If �v1 D x
�1Ck dx

for some nonnegative integer k (and hence �v2 D y
�1�k dy), then combining these

conditions implies `1� `2 D ka � 0. Moreover, k D 0 if and only if `1 D `2, namely,
v1 � v2, as claimed in condition (3).
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For the global residue condition (4), as in its statement, let Y be a connected
component of X>L that contains no marked poles. Let q1; : : : ; qb denote the nodes
where Y meets XDL, and let qbC1; : : : ; qbCc be the nodes where Y meets the other
irreducible components ofX . Since Y is a connected component ofX>L and since all
components ofXDL have already been accounted for, it follows that q�

bC1
; : : : ; q�

bCc
2

X<L.
For each j D 1; : : : ; b C c, let Vqj .t/ 2 H1.Xt ;Z/ be the family of vanishing

cycles, that is, Vqj .t/ is a simple loop on Xt for t ¤ 0 that shrinks to the point qCj
as t ! 0. We cut the surfaces Xt along all the vanishing cycles Vqj .t/ and obtain
two subsurfaces Yt and Zt , which we label so that Yt converges to Y and the (pos-
sibly disconnected) subsurface Zt converges to the complement X n Y . Hence, Yt is
a Riemann surface with boundary

SbCc
jD1 Vqj .t/. We provide Vqj .t/ with the coun-

terclockwise orientation induced by the flat structure on Yt . Since Yt contains no
prescribed pole, by Stokes’s theorem we conclude that

bCcX
jD1

Z
Vqj .t/

W.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
Yt

D 0 for any t ¤ 0: (4.3)

Since W.t/ is a family of differentials on the whole surface Xt for t ¤ 0, we can as
well consider it on Zt and multiply by tL to obtain

bCcX
jD1

Z
Vqj .t/

tLW.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
Zt

D 0 for any t ¤ 0: (4.4)

Now we observe that tLW.t/jZt converges, as t ! 0, to �v for every component
Xv 
 XDL and converges to zero on X<L. Since the limit of the loops Vqj .t/ does
not lie on any component of level greater than L by construction, this means taking
the limit as t! 0 of (4.4) gives precisely the global residue condition (4).

4.2. Deformations of standard coordinates
In this section and the next, we will establish a number of technical results that are
needed for proving the sufficiency of the conditions in the main theorem. The two
obvious local conformal invariants of a holomorphic one-form ! defined in a small
disk containing 0 are its order of vanishing k D ord0! and its residue r D Res0!. It
is somewhat less obvious that these are the only local invariants of !. More precisely,
there is a nearly canonical change of coordinates which puts ! in a standard normal
form depending only on k and r . If ! is a holomorphic one-form on a small disk and
has a zero of order k at the origin, then one can take a coordinate z such that

z.p/kC1 D .kC 1/

Z p

0

!;
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which makes ! D zk dz. For meromorphic one-forms, the residue needs to be ac-
counted for, and the general statement is the following.

PROPOSITION 4.2
Given any meromorphic one-form ! on a sufficiently small disk V around 0, denote
k WD ord0! and r WD Res0!. Then there exists a conformal map  W .�R; 0/! .V; 0/

defined on a disk of sufficiently small radius R such that

�! D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
zk dz if k � 0,
r
z
dz if k D�1,

.zk C r
z
/ dz if k <�1.

(4.5)

The germ of  is unique up to multiplication by a .kC1/st root of unity when k >�1
and up to multiplication by a nonzero constant if k D�1.

Moreover, for a neighborhood U of the origin 0 2Cn, let !u be a family of mero-
morphic differentials on V that vary holomorphically with the base parameter u 2 U
and that satisfy ord0!u � k. Then in some neighborhood of any point in U , one
can find for some R > 0 a family of conformal maps u W .�R; 0/! .V; 0/, varying
holomorphically with u, such that �u!u is in the standard form of (4.5).

Proof
The desired coordinates are constructed in [33] as a solution to a suitable ordinary dif-
ferential equation. The last statement follows immediately from holomorphic depen-
dence on parameters.

We call the above coordinate z a standard coordinate for !. For families of dif-
ferentials such that ord0!u is not constant, the situation is more complicated. Given
a form ! D zk dz in standard coordinates, for k � 0, a domain U 
 Cn, and a holo-
morphic map ˛ W �R 	U ! C written as ˛u.z/ and such that ˛0 is identically zero,
consider the family of one-forms

!u WD
�
zk C

˛u.z/

z

�
dz; (4.6)

which we call an ˛-deformation of !. In this deformation, the zero of order k breaks
up into a simple pole at 0 and k C 1 nearby zeros (or k zeros if ˛u.0/� 0). While
the above standard coordinates can no longer be defined on a neighborhood of 0, we
now establish that these coordinates persist on an annulus ¹R1 < jzj<R2º, where all
zeros of !u are contained in ¹jzj<R1º.

THEOREM 4.3
Consider the annulus A WD ¹z W R1 < jzj < R2º 
�R for some fixed R1 < R2 < R.
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Let ! WD zk dz be the holomorphic differential in the standard form on �R for some
k � 0, let !u be an ˛-deformation of !, and let �j WD e2�ij=.kC1/ be a .kC 1/st root
of unity. Choose a base point p 2 A and a holomorphic map � W U !�R such that
�.0/D �jp. Then there exist a neighborhood U0 
 U of 0 and a holomorphic map
 WA	U0!�R, such that �u.!u/D �˛u.0/, where

�r D
�
zk C

r

z

�
dz;

with 0.z/D �j z for all z 2A and with u.p/D �.u/ for all u 2 U0.

We remark that using �j D 1 would be enough for our purpose here, but the
freedom of choosing a different .k C 1/st root �j will be useful in our forthcoming
work [4]. Moreover, the theorem allows ˛u.0/ D 0 for all u, namely, it allows us
to work with deformations that do not have residues. This will be important for the
procedure of merging nearby zeros to a higher-order zero, which we will develop
later.

Proof
Given a holomorphic function h D hu.z/ on A depending holomorphically on the
parameter u 2 U , let h denote the holomorphic function

h.z/ WD �j � z � e
h.z/:

We interpret the condition �
h
.!u/ D �˛u.0/ as a differential equation involving h

and ˛. The implicit function theorem for Banach spaces (see [26, Theorem XIV.2.1]
or [34]) will then allow us to perturb the solution 0.z/D �j z (with h0.z/� 0) to
obtain a holomorphically varying family of solutions.

Let O.A/m denote the Banach space of holomorphic functions on A whose first
m derivatives are uniformly bounded, equipped with the norm

kf km WD

mX
jD0

sup
z2A

ˇ̌
f .j /.z/

ˇ̌
:

We calculate �
h
.!u/� �˛u.0/ D F.h;u/ dz, where

F.h;u/D
�
h0C

1

z

��
zkC1e.kC1/hC ˛u.�j ze

h/
�
� zk �

˛u.0/

z
:

To make sure that F.h;u/ is defined, we choose a neighborhood of the identically zero
functionW 
O.A/1 such that, for any h inW , the function h is univalent on A and
takes values in�R, and 0 lies in the bounded component of the complement of h.A/.
Note that h is univalent on A as long as  h.z/D h.z/� z satisfies j 0

h
.z/j< 1=2
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on A, since h.z1/D h.z2/ implies jz1 � z2j D j h.z1/� h.z2/j �
1
2
jz1 � z2j, so

z1 D z2.
We then regard F as a holomorphic map F W W 	U !H , whereH 
O.A/0 is

the subspace of functions with zero coefficient for z�1 in the Laurent expansion. Note
that H is a closed subspace and, thus, itself a Banach space, as the zero coefficient
condition is equivalent to the residue being zero, and computing the integral over a
path is a continuous linear map. That the image of F lies in H follows immediately
from the definition of F , since for any curve � generating the fundamental group of
A, the image h.�/ winds once around zero, soZ

�

�h!u D

Z
�h.�/

!u D 2�i˛u.0/D

Z
�

�˛u.0/:

It follows that F has no z�1-term.
To handle the initial condition, we define G W W 	U !H 	C by

G.h;u/ WD
�
F.h;u/; �jpe

h.p/ � �.u/
�
:

We then have G.0;0/ D .0; 0/. We wish to apply the implicit function theorem to
produce a neighborhood U0 
 U of 0 and a holomorphic function ˆ W U0!W such
thatG.ˆ.u/;u/� 0. The desired family of holomorphic maps is then given by ˆ.u/.
To apply the implicit function theorem, it suffices to show that DhG.0;0/ W O.A/1!

H 	C (the derivative of G at .0;0/ with respect to h) is a linear Banach space home-
omorphism. We first compute DhF.0;0/ W O.A/1!H as

DhF.0;0/.h/D
d

dt
F.th;0/

ˇ̌̌̌
tD0

D
d

dt

h�
th0C

1

z

�
zkC1e.kC1/th

i
tD0

D zkC1h0C .kC 1/zkh

D .zkC1h/0:

The derivative DhF.0;0/ is thus a bounded linear operator with kernel spanned by
z�k�1. It also follows that

DhG.0;0/.h/D
�
.zkC1h/0; �jph.p/

�
:

Define an operator T W H 	C!O.A/1 by

T .h; c/ WD z�k�1 Qh;

where Qh is the antiderivative of h such that the initial condition Qh.p/D ��1j pkc holds.
One checks that T andDhG.0;0/ are inverse operators, and henceDhG.0;0/ is a linear
Banach space homeomorphism as desired.
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4.3. Plumbing construction
Plumbing gives a way to deform a nodal Riemann surface to a smooth one, by plumb-
ing the two components of the punctured neighborhood of a node (see, e.g., [35] for
a modern treatment). Starting with a twisted differential, we would like to construct
suitable meromorphic differentials on the plumbed Riemann surface.

Let us first outline the key steps involved in the plumbing construction. We want
to open up a node with a holomorphic differential on the higher level component and a
meromorphic differential with a pole at the node on the lower level component. When
this pole has no residue, from the flat geometric point of view the plumbing is a local
cut-and-paste construction (see [20] and [7]).

When the polar node on the lower level component has a nonzero residue, it is
not possible to plumb by a purely local construction, because such nonzero residues
correspond to periods of curves far from the nodes under the flat metric. To deal
with this issue, we first add to the differential on the higher level component a small
meromorphic differential with simple poles at the nodes such that their residues are
opposite to that of the poles on the lower level component. This allows us to plumb
the nodes by gluing along annuli via the conformal maps constructed in Theorem 4.3.
This is done in Theorem 4.5 below.

Now, when adding this meromorphic differential, a zero of the twisted differential
on the higher level component may break into a number of nearby zeros of lower order
with the same total multiplicity. In Lemma 4.7 below, we describe a local operation
merging these zeros back together by cutting out a neighborhood containing all these
zeros and gluing in along an annulus the form zk dz supported on a small disk, again
using the conformal maps constructed in Theorem 4.3. This ensures that the resulting
flat surfaces are contained in the prescribed stratum.

We now set up the plumbing construction in more detail. Suppose X is a family
of nodal Riemann surfaces over the disk � with a persistent node along the section
n.t/ together with a relative meromorphic one-form W , that is, a holomorphic family
of meromorphic one-forms modulo differentials pulled back from �. We denote by
!t the restriction of W to the fiber Xt . We want to modify .X;W/ to obtain a family
of smooth Riemann surfaces equipped with one-forms degenerating to the singular
fiber .X0;!0/. The construction is local near the section of nodes n.t/, and we will
often tacitly shrink the neighborhood of n.t/ that we work in.

To smooth such a family, we use the standard plumbing fixture. Let a be a positive
integer. Consider the family �a W Va!�1 of cylinders degenerating to a node

Va D
®
.u; v; t/ 2�31 W uvD t

a
¯
;

where the projection is given by �a.u; v; t/ D t . Let � be a relative meromorphic
differential on Va, which we think of as a model for the plumbed family defined later.
Denote by �t the restriction of � to the fiber over t .
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We first introduce some notation for the precise plumbing setup.
� Let �C W XC!�� and �� W X�!�� be two holomorphic families of (pos-

sibly nodal) Riemann surfaces over a disk, equipped with two relative mero-
morphic one-forms WC and W�. We remark that the two families are allowed
to be the same for classical plumbing at a nonseparating simple polar node
(see Proposition 4.4 below). We denote by !Ct and !�t the restriction of these
forms to the fibers over t .

� Let n˙ W��!X˙ be two holomorphic sections of these families away from
the nodes of X˙, and let � WX!�� be the family of nodal Riemann surfaces
obtained by identifying XC and X� along nC and n� to form the section of
nodes n (and possibly along other sections n˙i to form additional nodes that
we will ignore as the plumbing construction is local at n). For t 2 �� , we
denote by

Xt DX
C
t [X

�
t DX

C
t tX

�
t =
�
nC.t/� n�.t/

�
the fiber of X over t .

� For some 0 < ı 1, let Uı D�2ı 	 ¹0º \Va be a neighborhood of the node
in the central fiber of Va, and let D 
 X0 be a neighborhood of the node in
the central fiber of X.

� We write Va;ı;� for the restricted family Va \ .�
2
ı
	 ��/! �� . For some

fixed 0 < ı0 < ı and 0 < � < .ı0/2=a, we let A WD Va;ı;� n Va;ı0;� (where the
bar means simply the closure). The bound on � implies that A is the disjoint
union of two families of annuli ADAC [A�.

� Let E˙ � D˙ 
X˙ be two families of conformal disks centered around n˙,
so that B˙ WDD˙ n E

˙
are two families of annuli, disjoint from the nodes.

We require that the intersection of D˙ with X0 be contained in D.
We will often omit superscripts when we take the union of two objects in the

above setup, for example, E D EC [ E�.
Given the plumbing setup, we say that the family .X;W/ is plumbable with

fixture .Va;�/ if the following conditions hold.
� There exists a conformal isomorphism  W Uı!D such that �!0 D�0.
� There exist two families of conformal isomorphisms ˆ˙ W A˙! B˙ such

that .ˆ˙/�W D � and such that the restriction of ˆ˙ to the central fiber
agrees with .

If .X;W/ is plumbable with fixture .Va;�/, let .X0;W 0/ be the family obtained
by identifying X n E and Va;ı;� along A˙ and B˙ via the maps ˆ˙. Namely,

X0 WD
�
.X n E/tVa;ı;�

�
=.A

ˆ
�B/;
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and W 0 is the relative meromorphic differential induced by W and �. In this case we
say that .X0;W 0/ is the plumbed family with fixture .Va;�/. Note that .X0;W 0/ is
smooth except for the central fiber, which is isomorphic to the nodal surface .X0;!0/.

Our plumbing construction differs from other constructions in that our gluing
maps are defined on a family of annuli of fixed moduli (with inner radius ı0 and outer
radius ı), instead of a family of growing annuli whose moduli tend to infinity. This
is necessary, because Theorem 4.3, which will be used in several plumbing contexts,
only constructs conformal maps on a fixed annulus.

The case of two differentials with simple poles and opposite residues is known in
the literature as classical plumbing. We recall this construction here using the above
notation.

PROPOSITION 4.4 (Classical plumbing)
Suppose in the plumbing setup that each of the two differentials !˙t has a simple
pole at n˙.t/, with residue r˙.t/. If rC.t/C r�.t/D 0 for every t , then the family is
plumbable with fixture .V1;�/, where

�t WD r
C.t/

du

u
D r�.t/

dv

v
:

Proof
By working locally in the neighborhood of the pole, we transfer the problem to the
setup of Proposition 4.2. We choose two holomorphically varying coordinates given
by Proposition 4.2  ˙ W �ı !X˙ such that  ˙.0/D n˙.0/ and such that the pull-
back is in the standard form

. Ct /
�!Ct D r

C.t/
dw

w
and . �t /

�!�t D r
�.t/

dw

w
:

We define the gluing map  on the central fiber of V1;ı;� by .u; 0; 0/D  C0 .u/
and .0; v; 0/ D  �.v/. Choose any ı0 with 0 < ı0 < ı, and define A D V1;ı;� n

V1;ı0;� as in the plumbing setup. On the upper component AC of A, define the gluing
map ˆC.u; v; t/D  Ct .u/, and on the lower component A�, define the gluing map
ˆ�.u; v; t/D  �t .v/. Then these gluing maps produce the desired plumbing family.

We now turn to the crucial case of plumbing a zero of order k � 0 on XC to
a pole of order k C 2 on X�. As the pole may have a nonzero residue, we need a
family of meromorphic differentials 
 D ¹
tº on XC such that 
t has a simple pole at
the node of XCt with residue opposite to that of !�t . Scale 
t by a suitable power of t ,
add it to !Ct , and scale !�t by the same power of t . We will then plumb the modified
families of differentials on XC and X� by using the standard coordinates for the
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deformation, constructed in Theorem 4.3. We call 
 the modification differential for
this plumbing procedure.

THEOREM 4.5 (Higher-order plumbing)
In the plumbing setup, suppose that for any t the form !Ct has a zero of order k � 0
at nC.t/, while !�t has a pole of order k C 2 at n�.t/ with residue r.t/. Let ¹
tº be
a family of meromorphic differentials on XC which has simple poles at nC.t/ with
residues �r.t/ and is otherwise holomorphic in a neighborhood of nC.t/. Consider
the family of differentials .X;N / given by

�Ct D t
c.!Ct C t

b
t / on XC and ��t D t
bCc!�t on X�; (4.7)

where c is a nonnegative integer and b WD a.k C 1/ for some positive integer a, and
let � be the family

�t WD t
c
�
uk � tb

r.t/

u

�
duD tbCc

�
�v�k�2C

r.t/

v

�
dv

of meromorphic differentials on Va. Then the family .X;N / is plumbable with fixture
.Va;�/. Moreover, the scaling limit in the sense of Lemma 4.1 of the plumbed family
of differentials .X0;N 0/ on X˙0 is equal to !˙0 .

We remark that it suffices to prove the case c D 0, and then the general case
follows from multiplying by tc at relevant places. The reason we include the exponent
c is for later use when we apply the theorem in Section 4.4, where c and b C c will
be related to the scaling parameters of the two branches at the plumbed node.

Proof
As said above, we only need to consider the case c D 0. We want to construct the
gluing maps  and ˆ in the definition of plumbing with prescribed fixture. By Propo-
sition 4.2 (and multiplying the forms by �1 in the second case), we can choose
two coordinates  ˙t W �ı ! X˙t , varying holomorphically with t in �� , such that
 ˙t .0/D n

˙.t/,

. Ct /
�!Ct Dw

k dw; and . �t /
�!�t D

�
�w�k�2C

r.t/

w

�
dw:

We define the gluing map  on the central fiber of Va;ı;� by .u; 0; 0/D  C0 .u/ and
.0; v; 0/D �0 .v/. In these coordinates on the upper component, we have

. Ct /
�.!Ct C t

b
t /D
�
wk C

˛t .w/

w

�
dw;
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where ˛t .w/ is holomorphic in w and t , and ˛t .0/ D �tbr.t/. Let A D ¹u W ı1 <
juj< ı2º for some 0 < ı1 < ı2 < ı. Theorem 4.3 then gives (after possibly shrinking
the base) a family of conformal maps �t W A!�ı such that

��t

�
wk C

˛t .w/

w

�
dwD

�
uk � tb

r.t/

u

�
du:

The desired gluing map on the upper component AC of ADVa;ı2;� nVa;ı1;� is then
defined by ˆC.u; v; t/D Ct ı �t .u/. The gluing map on the lower component A� is
simply ˆ�.u; v; t/D �t .v/. By construction, ˆ identifies � and N as desired.

To make this theorem useful in smoothing, we need a criterion describing when
the modification differential 
 can be constructed globally on a Riemann surface.

LEMMA 4.6
Let f WX!� be a family of stable curves with sections qj for j D 1; : : : ; n. Sup-
pose that rj .t/ for j D 1; : : : ; n is a collection of holomorphic functions on � withPn
jD1 rj .t/ D 0. Then there exists a family of meromorphic differentials 
t on X,

varying holomorphically with t , with at worst simple poles at the qj ’s and at the
nodes, satisfying the opposite-residue condition at the nodes, holomorphic outside
these sections and prescribed nodes, and such that Resqj .t/.
t /D rj .t/ for all j and
all t 2�.

Proof
For a single smooth Riemann surface X , the claim follows from the classical Mittag-
Leffler problem (see, e.g., [19, Theorem 18.11]). To justify the holomorphic depen-
dence we want to find a section of f�!X=�.

P
qj / that has a prescribed image under

the fiberwise linear map Res to the trivial bundle Cn!�. Note that the set of sec-
tions with the prescribed image under Res is nonempty by the preceding paragraph
and is an affine bundle modeled on a trivial vector bundle over a disk. Such a bundle
over a disk admits a holomorphic section as desired.

The proof applies to the case of stable curves as well, by treating !X=� as the
relative dualizing sheaf. Alternatively, the stable version can be deduced from the
smooth version by degenerating to the desired nodes via classical plumbing.

Now, when adding the modification differential 
t to !Ct as in (4.7), a zero of
!Ct may in general break into many nearby zeros of lower order. In order to construct
a family of differentials that remains in the initial stratum, we describe one more
plumbing construction which merges these nearby zeros back into a single zero.

Our setup here is similar to the plumbing setup described above, except we will
only modify a single family of Riemann surfaces. It is explicitly described as follows.
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� Let X!�� be a family of (possibly nodal) Riemann surfaces, and let W be
a family of holomorphic one-forms on X which vanishes to order k > 1 at a
smooth point p in the central fiber. We denote the restriction of W to the fiber
Xt by !t .

� Let 0 W �ı ! X0 be a conformal map onto a neighborhood D of p in X0
such that �0!0 Dw

k dw in the standard coordinates.
� Let E 
D 
X be two families of conformal disks such that D \X0 
D,

and let B DD n E be a family of conformal annuli. Let A be the constant
family of annuli .�ı n�ı0/	��!�� .

Given this setup, if there exists a family of conformal maps ˆ W A!B whose
restriction to the central fiber agrees with 0 and such that ˆ�W D wk dw for all t ,
then we can construct a new family .X0;W 0/ by gluing X n E to �ı 	�� along the
annuli via the map ˆ. The central fiber .X 00;!

0
0/ is isomorphic to .X0;!0/, and each

!0t has a zero of order k. In this case we say that the resulting family .X0;W 0/ is a
merging of .X;W/ at p.

LEMMA 4.7
Given a family .X;W/ of (possibly nodal) Riemann surfaces with a family of one-
forms vanishing at a smooth point p 2 X0 to order k > 1, there exists a merging of
.X;W/ at p.

Proof
We provide two proofs here. The first is an application of Theorem 4.3. Extend 0 to
a holomorphic family of conformal maps t W �ı!Xt . Pulling back !t yields

�t !t D
�
wk C ˇt .w/

�
dw;

where ˇ is holomorphic in t and w with ˇ0 � 0. This is an ˛-deformation of wk dw,
where ˛t .w/D wˇt .w/, so ˛t .0/D 0 for all t . Fix constants 0 < ı1 < ı2 < ı, and
let A D ¹w W ı1 < jwj < ı2º. Theorem 4.3 then yields a family of conformal maps
 t W A!�ı such that  �t 

�
t !t Dw

k dw. Defining ˆ.w; t/D t ı t then provides
the desired gluing map, which completes the construction.

Alternatively, we can prove the lemma without using Theorem 4.3, because the
differentials involved here have no residues. Let W and eW be, respectively, the rel-
ative differentials .uk C a2.t/uk�2 C � � � C ak.t// du (see, e.g., [25, Proposition 3])
and uk du on A1 	�. Let x0.t/D .0; t/ be the common centers of mass of the zeros
of these differentials in Xt . Define the maps

f .u; t/D

Z x.t/

x0.t/

W

ˇ̌̌̌
A
1
t

and ef .u; t/D Z x.t/

x0.t/

eW ˇ̌̌̌
A
1
t

:
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Let 0 < r < R be such that jf .u; t/j < r for all zeros u of W . By construction, for
each t the annuli

A WD
®
r <

ˇ̌
f .u; t/

ˇ̌
<R

¯
and eA WD ®r < ˇ̌ ef .u; t/ˇ̌<R¯

are .k C 1/-covers (as flat surfaces defined by the corresponding differentials) of the
round annulus A0.r;R/ D ¹z 2 C W r < jzj < Rº, equipped with dz. Consequently,
there is a biholomorphism ˆ W eA! A with ˆ�W D eW , which provides the desired
local modification.

4.4. Proof of the main theorem: Conditions are sufficient
For future use in [4] we prove in this section a statement that is slightly stronger than
the sufficiency in Theorem 1.3, since we construct a degenerating family that has
not only a given twisted differential � as its scaling limit, but moreover the scaling
parameters define a prescribed level graph (rather than just some level graph with
which � is compatible).

PROPOSITION 4.8
Let .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a pointed stable differential, and let �D ¹�vº be a twisted
differential on X compatible with a level graph � on X , satisfying conditions (i),
(ii), and (iii) of Theorem 1.3. Then there exists a family .f WX!�;W ;Z1; : : : ;Zn/

of pointed stable differentials over a disk � with parameter t , smooth outside t D 0,
such that the set of differentials obtained from f as scaling limits as in (4.1) coincides
with � and such that its scaling parameters define precisely the level graph � .

The sufficiency part of the main theorem follows immediately from this proposi-
tion.

Proof of Theorem 1.3: Conditions are sufficient
Let f be the family of pointed stable differentials given by Proposition 4.8. Note
that this proposition constructs everything required in Theorem 1.3. In particular, �
determines the limit location of the marked zeros and poles, and the components of
� are just multiples of the differentials in the degenerating family. It follows that the
central fiber of f is indeed .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/.

In order to prove Proposition 4.8, we apply induction on the number of levels
of the graph. We first use classical plumbing as a base case, then apply higher-order
plumbing to smooth the nodes connecting the bottom to upper levels, and finally
merge dispersed zeros to make sure that we end up in the desired stratum.
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Proof of Proposition 4.8
For the induction it will be useful that we allow the curve X to be possibly discon-
nected. Hence, we extend the notion of the number of levels of a graph to the dis-
connected case as the maximum of numbers of levels over all connected components.
The proof is then by induction on the number N of levels of a possibly disconnected
curve X .

The base case of induction is when the number of levels of X is equal to one,
namely, we have v1 � v2 for any two irreducible components of X . In this case by
conditions (1) and (2) all poles at the nodes are simple poles of opposite residues
on the two sides. Moreover, every component is maximal for the order, and thus, the
pointed stable differential is simply equal to �. This case follows directly by applying
classical plumbing given in Proposition 4.4 to every node one by one, which shows
that any such differential is plumbable. This procedure obviously preserves the type of
the differentials outside the nodes, and we thus obtain a family in the desired stratum
P�Mg.�/.

For the inductive step, suppose that, for any twisted differential �0 on a (possibly
disconnected) nodal curve X 0 with a full order � 0 such that the number of levels
in � 0 is at most N � 1, satisfying all the conditions of the theorem, there exists a
degenerating family .f 0 W X0! �;W 0;Z1; : : : ;Zn0/ of pointed stable differentials
such that �0 is the collection of scaling limits of this family in the sense of Lemma 4.1.
Moreover, we may suppose that � 0 is the level graph defined by the function `.�/ given
by the scaling parameters of the family.

To prove Proposition 4.8 by induction, starting with a twisted differential � on X
compatible with a full order � with N levels given by a level function `, we need to
construct a family degenerating to it, satisfying the conditions claimed. Let L be the
minimum value of ` on � corresponding to the bottom level of � . Let Y>L and Z be
the (possibly disconnected) stable subcurves of X corresponding to the graphs �>L
and �DL, respectively.

The restriction of � to Y>L is again a twisted differential, in the sense that it is a
twisted differential in our original definition for each connected component of Y>L.
Since the conditions (0)–(3) are local and condition (4) is imposed level-by-level, we
conclude that the restriction of � to Y>L satisfies all the conditions (0)–(4). By the
inductive assumption, there thus exists a family of differentials�

f>L W Y!�;W>L W�
�! .f>L/�!Y=�.�Zpol/

�
satisfying the conditions in Proposition 4.8.

Next, we want to plumb the family .Y;W>L/ to the constant family Z WD Z 	

�!� with differential �jZ along the nodes where �>L and �DL intersect, by using
the higher-order plumbing provided by Theorem 4.5. In this theorem the exponent b
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in (4.7) needs to be divisible by k C 1. Hence, our first task is to adjust the initially
chosen level function ` in order to satisfy the divisibility constraint.

Let ¹qj ºj2J be the set of nodes where �>L and �DL intersect. Denote by kj � 0
the order of W>L at the branch qCj of such a node. For convenience we introduce
�j WD kj C 1 and let K WD lcm.�j W j 2 J /. Pulling back the family f>L W Y! �

via the base change t ! tK on � we can from now on suppose that all the scaling
parameters appearing in the family f>L are multiples of K , while the maximum of
the scaling parameters is still zero. For ease of notation, we continue to use `.�/ for
the new level function on �>L given by the scaling parameters of f>L after the base
change. Because of the choice of K we can find a negative integer as the new value
of the lowest level `.Z/, still denoted by L (again for ease of notation), such that

`
�
vC.qj /

�
� aj �j DL for all j 2 J (4.8)

for some positive integers aj . In this way, the corresponding level graph remains the
same as � .

The second task is to construct the modification differential 
 needed in The-
orem 4.5. We consider each connected component Y0 of Y separately. We want to
define a family of meromorphic differentials 
jY0 such that

Res
q
C
j

.
jY 0t
/D�Resq�

j
.�jZ/ for all nodes qj in each fiber Y 0t of Y0:

Such a family of differentials exists by Lemma 4.6 under the assumption that the
sum of residues at those nodes is zero in each Y 0t . If Y 0t does not contain a marked
point corresponding to a prescribed pole, then the global residue condition (4) that
we imposed gives precisely the desired assumption. If Y 0t contains a marked pole
zp , then we allow 
jY 0t

to have a simple pole at zp as well, with Reszp .
jY 0t / equal
to minus the sum of all Res

q
C
j

.
jY 0t
/’s appearing in the above. In this way, we can

still apply Lemma 4.6 to obtain the desired 
 . The modification differential 
 will
disappear in the scaling limit, because it is further scaled by a positive power tb in the
setting of Theorem 4.5. Moreover, for t small enough, adding tb
 does not change
the type of the polar part of the differential on the smooth locus of Y 0t .

We now plumb the family Y [ Z joined along the nodes qj , for j 2 J , where
Y and Z play the role of XC and X� in the notation of Theorem 4.5. For each qj ,
set c D�`.vC.qj // and b D aj �j in the notation of Theorem 4.5. Then bC c D�L
by (4.8); hence, the scaling factor tbCc D t�L for the modification differential 
 and
for the differential �jZ on Z is independent of qj for j 2 J . Therefore, we can apply
Theorem 4.5 simultaneously to plumb all the nodes qj , for j 2 J , with fixtures Vaj
and desired model differentials�j locally around all qj ’s. As a result, we thus obtain
the plumbed family�

fnod WXnod!�;Wnod W�
�! .fnod/�!Xnod=�.�Zpol/

�
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of differentials whose scaling limit is the twisted differential � and where the condi-
tion of nonvanishing on the top level still holds.

There are two things left to modify in order to obtain the desired family. First, we
apply classical plumbing in Proposition 4.4 to smooth the nodes with simple poles in
fnod, originally from the constant family Z, to obtain a family of differentials�

fzeros WXzeros!�;Wzeros W�
�! .fzeros/�!Xzeros=�.�Zpol/

�
with smooth fibers for t ¤ 0 and with the same scaling limit � as that of Wnod. Next,
this family .fzeros;Wzeros/ may not belong to the desired stratum, because the orders
of marked zeros may have been altered when adding the modification differential 
 to
the family of differentials W>L on Y. But by Lemma 4.7 there exists a merging in the
neighborhood of each marked zero such that the nearby dispersed zeros of Wzeros with
total multiplicitymi are merged back together to form a single zero of multiplicitymi .
We thus finally obtain a family of smooth Riemann surfaces along with differentials
in the desired stratum, converging to the given stable curve, and the scaling limit of
the differentials is the twisted differential � that we started with.

5. Flat geometric smoothing
In this section we give an alternative proof of the sufficiency of the conditions in
Theorem 1.3 using techniques from flat geometry. The core ideas of the proof and
the induction procedure are parallel to the proof by plumbing in the preceding sec-
tion. However, the flat geometric pictures presented in this section might look more
familiar to some readers. In particular, they make the necessity of the global residue
condition quite transparent. One difference is that we construct a degenerating family
only over a real segment Œ0; "/ rather than a disk �" as in the proof via plumbing.

For any twisted differential � compatible with a full order, our goal is to construct
a family of flat surfaces in the appropriate stratum that makes the degeneration to �
visible. We will first describe the construction and then in the last part of this section
justify that the family we construct indeed converges to the desired limit. Below we
start with two examples that illustrate the main features of the flat geometric proof.

5.1. Two illustrative examples
In the first example, suppose X is a nodal curve with two irreducible components Y
and Z of genus 1 and 2, respectively, joined at two nodes. Let � be a level graph of
X such that Y and Z are of the same level. Let �D .�Y ; �Z/ be a twisted differential
in terms of the flat geometric pictures on the left-hand side and in the middle of
Figure 13. In particular, �Y has two simple poles at qC1 and qC2 , �Z has two simple
poles at q�1 and q�2 , and Res

q
C
i

.�Y /CResq�
i
.�Z/D 0 for i D 1; 2, since the widths of

the strips agree. The pairs of points .qCi ; q
�
i /, i D 1; 2, at the ends of the infinitely long
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Figure 13. Smoothing two pairs of simple poles.

strips are then glued together to form the two nodes of X . Obviously � is compatible
with � .

We want to show that the pointed stable differential defined by ! D � with
marked points zi being the zeros of ! is a limit as flat surfaces in the stratum�M4.3;

2; 1/ degenerate. For this purpose, it suffices to truncate each of the half-infinite cylin-
ders at a finite height RD 1=jt j and glue them along seam strips of some fixed height
", where the matching residues at each pair of simple poles ensure that the gluing
procedure can be carried out by translation. For t ! 0 the flat surfaces obtained in
this construction visibly degenerate to .X;!; z1; z2; z3/, and we will justify the con-
vergence in general in the proof at the end of the section. This example is an instance
of components joined by flat cylinders in the language of [31] or, equivalently, the flat
geometric viewpoint of classical plumbing (see Proposition 4.4).

In the second example, suppose X is a nodal curve with two irreducible compo-
nents Y and Z of genus 2 and 1, respectively, joined at three nodes. Let � be a level
graph of X such that Y � Z. Let �D .�Y ; �Z/ be a twisted differential in terms of
the flat geometric pictures in Figures 14 (without the slit in the interior) and 15. The
flat surface Z consists of five copies of the Euclidean plane (with modifications in the
center), each of which is drawn in Figure 15 as a disk of large radius. Parallel edges
with the same labels are identified via translation. We define q�1 to be the point at
infinity of the first two top disks, q�3 at infinity of the third, and q�2 at infinity of the
bottom two disks. The pairs of points .qCi ; q

�
i / for i D 1; 2; 3 are identified together

to form the three nodes of X .
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Figure 14. Top level flat surface Y inside �M2.1; 1; 0/.
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Figure 15. Bottom level flat surface Z inside �M1.8;�2;�3;�3/.
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Since the orders of � at qCi and q�i add up to �2 and the global residue condition
automatically holds by the residue theorem on Z, we conclude that � is a twisted
differential compatible with � . The stable differential ! associated to � is equal to
�Y on Y and is identically zero on Z. Denoting by z the unique zero of �Z , we want
to show that .X;!; z/ is a limit of flat surfaces in �M5.8/ by constructing a family
of flat surfaces in this stratum which visibly degenerates to .X;!; z/.

Our strategy is to remove from Y a small disk (as a union of metric half-disks)
around each point qCi , scale �Z by a smaller factor, take a disk of the same size under
the flat geometric presentation for the pole q�i in the rescaled surface Z, and glue
it into Y along the annuli of the same size around q˙i . More precisely, we want to
glue along the annuli ACi to A�i for i D 1; 2; 3, as presented in Figures 14 and 15. To
first approximation the total angles around qCi and q�i match, because the orders of
�Y and �Z add up to �2 at the two branches of a node. The issue is that we cannot
directly glue their boundaries, because in each annulus around q�i a slit of the size of
the residue at that pole is missing. In order to remedy this problem, we slit the flat
surface Y appropriately, as drawn in Figure 14. The global residue condition ensures
that we can remove a central polygon (given by the dashed triangle in this example)
from Y and slit from the points qCi to get a surface in which we can glue to Z along
the modified annuli ACi with A�i .

We next make the degeneration process more precise by specifying the sizes of
the annuli and the slits. Fix 0 < ı < 1 close to 1. For t 2 .0; "/ sufficiently small,
we may assume that the circles of radius t1=2 under the flat metric of .Y; �Y / around
the points qCi are disjoint and contain no other special points inside (except for qCi ).
Moreover, we may assume that the circles of radius t1=2ı under the flat metric of
.Z; t�Z/ (i.e., rescale Z by t ) contain all the interior edges of .Z;�Z/ (those with
labelswi ), because these circles have large radius t�1=2ı under the original flat metric
of �Z .

After these preparations, we can glue the annuli (modified by the neighborhoods
of size t ri around the slits in Y ) between the circles of radius t1=2 and t1=2ı with
labels ACi to those with labels A�i . In particular, as t ! 0, the annuli are shrinking
to qCi on .Y; �Y / and expanding to q�i on .Z;�Z/. This gives the desired family
converging to .X;!; z/. Again, we will justify the convergence later in the proof. This
example is an instance of components joined by expanding annuli in the language
of [31] or, equivalently, the flat geometric viewpoint of higher-order plumbing (see
Theorem 4.5).

5.2. Construction of degenerating families in the general case
The first step is to prove that a slit as in the second example above exists in general
and to carry out the construction inductively with respect to a given level graph. For
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simplicity of exposition, we restrict to the case of strata of holomorphic type. The
same method works for the case of strata of meromorphic type. There is only one
place where the global residue condition plays a role in distinguishing between the
two cases, and we will remark on it in the construction below. In addition, we may
assume that the level graph does not have an edge joining two vertices on the same
level or, equivalently, that a compatible twisted differential has no simple pole at any
node. This is because smoothing such a simple polar node with matching residues is
a local procedure ensured by classical plumbing, which can be performed in the flat
geometric picture according to the first example above.

Let .X;!; q1; : : : ; qN / be a Riemann surface with a meromorphic differential !
and marked points q1; : : : ; qN that form a subset of zeros and ordinary points of !.
We let X0 be the open Riemann surface with disks of radius ıR removed around the
points qi , where 0 < ı < 1 is chosen sufficiently close to 1. We refer to the annuli
between the circles of radius ıR and R as boundary annuli.

We next work toward the definition of a residue slit, that is, a collection of bro-
ken lines in the surface around which we will modify neighborhoods of size given
by residues. We remark that a residue slit is in general more complicated than just
a slit. Given a tuple of sufficiently small complex numbers T D .r1; : : : ; rN / withPN
iD1 ri D 0, we fix a permutation � 2 SN such that the slopes of r�.1/; : : : ; r�.N/

are monotone on S1. Let P D P.T;�/ be the polygon whose edges are given by the
vectors r�.1/; : : : ; r�.N/ consecutively. It follows that P.T;�/ is convex. Let B.P / be
the barycenter of P . Let p be a point in X0, disjoint from the zeros and poles of !.
We place P inside X0 with B.P /D p.

A residue slit for .T;�/ is then defined to be a collection of broken lines .b1; : : : ;
bn/ with the following properties.
� Each broken line bi starts with the segment from p to the midpoint of the edge

e��1.i/ of the polygon P.T;�/ and then connects to qi . We denote by bij the
line segments constituting bi and by �.bij / the slopes of bij .

� The broken lines bi do not intersect (except for at the starting point p), and
they are disjoint from the zeros and poles of ! (except for at the endpoints qi ).

� The slopes �.bij / are different from that of ˙ri for each i .
For t 2 .0; "/ sufficiently small, let tT D .t r1; : : : ; t rN /. We define the surface

X0t DX
0
t .T;�/ obtained by modifying neighborhoods of size tT around the residue

slit as follows. Remove P.T;�/ from X0. In the case in which h�.bij /; ri i> 0 (as in
Figure 14 for all three broken lines), we remove neighborhood parallelograms swept
out by planar segments with holonomy vector t ri centered at points of bij in general,
and we glue the parallel sides of these removed parallelograms in pairs. On the other
hand for each of the segments where h�.bij /; ri i < 0, we add a parallelogram swept
out by segments of holonomy t ri to the existing flat surface and glue the pieces as
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Figure 16. A piece of a residue slit and the gluing procedure in the case of a backward slope.

indicated in Figure 16. A small modification one needs to carry out is that near a turn-
ing point, for example, the right endpoint of a3 or the left endpoint of d1 in Figure 16,
we move the removed parallelogram region up or down by t ri=2, which ensures that
adding a parallelogram works near the turning point as the residue slit changes its
direction. The size of t is constrained by the requirement that the neighborhoods of
the residue slit used in this construction are disjoint and do not contain the zeros and
poles of ! on X0. In this way we obtain the desired surface X0t .

LEMMA 5.1
Given a pointed flat surface .X;!; q1; : : : ; qN Ip/, for any tuple T of sufficiently small
complex numbers with sum equal to zero, there exists a residue slit.

Proof
We produce the broken lines inductively. At each step we need to find a path from
qi to p, avoiding finitely many contractible subsets, namely, the zeros and poles of !
on X0 and the union of broken lines constructed in the preceding steps. Such a path
clearly exists and can be straightened into broken lines, avoiding slopes of ˙ri .

Next, we show that every meromorphic differential (without simple poles) can be
presented similarly to Figure 15. The building blocks of this construction are basic
domains, as introduced by Boissy (see [5, Section 3.3]). Compared to his definition
we ignore infinite cylinders (i.e., simple poles) because such nodes can be smoothed
out locally by the classical plumbing, but we need to allow more flexibility in the
direction that we slit. Consequently, we define for a fixed angle � a basic domain
in the direction � to be a half-plane with broken polygonal boundary such that the
infinite boundary rays have direction ˙ei
 and the finite edges wj of the boundary
satisfy hwj ; ei
 i> 0 as pictured in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Two basic domains in the direction � D �=4.

LEMMA 5.2
Let .X;!/ be a meromorphic differential without simple poles, but with l poles of
higher order jmn�lC1j; : : : ; jmnj, respectively. Then for almost every direction � there
exist 2

P`
iD1.jmn�lCi j � 1/ basic domains in the direction � such that .X;!/ is

obtained by gluing the boundary segments of the basic domains by translation. More-
over, the infinite boundary rays are glued in such a way that the set of basic domains
is partitioned in l cycles of lengths 2jmn�lC1j � 2; : : : ; 2jmnj � 2, respectively. If
.X;!/ can be represented by basic domains in the direction � , then all flat surfaces
in a neighborhood of .X;!/ also have this property.

Proof
This lemma is a restatement of the infinite zippered rectangle construction of Boissy
[5].

We are ready to construct the desired family of flat surfaces by induction on the
number of levels. Let .X;!; z1; : : : ; zn/ be a pointed stable differential associated with
a twisted differential � of type �, where � is compatible with a full order � on X . In
the sequel we fix a number 0 < ı < 1 sufficiently close to 1.

First consider the case when � has exactly two levels. We want to glue the two
levels as in the second example above. For each connected component Yj of top
level, let q1; : : : ; qN be the nodes where Yj is joined to the lower level. For t 2 .0; "/
sufficiently small and a positive integer k, we construct residue slits using Lemma 5.1
for .tkTj ; �/, where the residues ri in Tj are given by ri D Resq�

i
.�v�.qi //, that

is, they arise from the lower level branches at the nodes qi , and the permutation �
rearranges the residues in Tj such that their slopes are in some monotone order. Then
we add or remove parallelogram neighborhoods of size tkTj around the residue slits
on the open flat surfaces .Y 0j ; �Y 0

j
/, where Y 0j is obtained by removing disks of radius

tk�1=2ı around all qCi ’s from .Yj ; �Yj / with the induced flat metric. As a result,
we obtain a continuous family of open flat surfaces .X0t ;!

0
t / over .0; "/, where the

removed disks are arbitrarily small as t! 0.
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Next we scale the subsurfaces .Zj ; �Zj / of lower level as .Zj ; tk�Zj / and present
them using Lemma 5.2 for any � satisfying the conclusion of this lemma. For t small
enough, we can assume that the union of inscribed half-disks of radius tk�1=2 centered
at the common limit point as t ! 0 of all broken line segments contains all finite
boundary segments in the basic domain presentation for each pole q�i in .Zj ; tk�Zj /.
We then glue these inscribed half-disks into .X0t ;!

0
t / by identifying the boundary

annuli A�i of inner radius tk�1=2ı and outer radius tk�1=2 with the boundary annuli
ACi of the same size (modified by the residue slit construction) for all qi ’s. We have
thus finished the construction for the case of two levels.

Now for general � , the induction step follows from the same idea. Let `.�/ be
any integral-valued level function on � that gives the full order � , mapping the top
level to zero. Suppose that we have inductively constructed families of flat surfaces
.Yj .t/;!j .t// for each of the connected components of �>L for some level L. For a
given index j , let q1; : : : ; qN be the nodes joining Yj to levelL. If Yj does not contain
any marked point as a prescribed pole, then the corresponding tuple Tj of residues at
all q�i ’s has sum equal to zero by the global residue condition. Here is the only place
where the global residue condition makes a difference if Yj contains a marked pole.
In that case, there is no global residue condition imposed on it, but we can leverage
on the flat geometric presentation of the marked pole to create a residue r0 such that
r0 D�

PN
iD1 rN . Then the construction as in Figure 14 still goes through by taking

the residue tuple Tj D .r0; r1; : : : ; rN /.
Next we construct a residue slit in the family .Yj .t/;!j .t// as in Lemma 5.1,

which has been stated for a single flat surface. A closer look at the proof of that lemma
reveals that the changes of complex structures happen in some neighborhoods of the
residue slits constructed in the previous inductive steps. Since these finitely many con-
tractible neighborhoods are disjoint from the points qC1 ; : : : ; q

C
N on Yj .t/, the method

of the proof still applies in families. Finally we scale the subsurfaces .Zv; �jZv / with
level `.v/ D L as .Zv; t�L�Zv /, present them as in Lemma 5.2, remove disks of
radius t�L�1=2ı around the qCi ’s from Yj .t/, and glue in the inscribed half-disks of
radius t�L�1=2ı in .Zv; t�L�Zv / along the boundary annuli of inner radius t�L�1=2ı
and outer radius t�L�1=2 (modified by the residue slits of size t�LTj in Yj .t/). The
term 1=2 in the exponents of t ensures that the annuli are expanding on the original
surface .Zv; �Zv / and shrinking on .Yj .t/;!j .t// as t ! 0. This thus completes the
construction for the general case. As a result, we have constructed a family of flat
surfaces .Xt ;!t / that is continuous over .0; "/ and lies in the given stratum of type �.

Remark 5.3
The flat geometric construction is over a real ray, that is, the base parameter t is real.
It is natural to ask whether one can similarly construct such a family that varies holo-
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morphically over a punctured disk. We point out in general that there is a monodromy
obstruction. For instance, recall the construction by gluing Figure 15 into Figure 14 to
form a nearby flat surface in the resulting family. If t varies as a complex parameter,
then it means that the residue cuts ri have to vary their arguments besides shrinking
the lengths. If the corresponding cycle of ri is not homologous to zero, then when
its argument turns back, the Picard–Lefschetz formula implies that it affects those
periods that have nonzero intersection with ri ; for example, the periods arising from
the boundary of the residue slit in Figure 14 cannot remain unchanged during the
entire residue turning process. Consequently, one has to vary holomorphically those
affected periods to cancel out the excess periods caused by monodromy, which is less
visible in terms of flat geometric coordinates. This phenomenon is closely related to
the extendability of period coordinates to the boundary of the strata compactification.
In [4] we will study this question systematically.

Remark 5.4
The flat geometric construction of gluing higher-order poles along boundary annuli
with residue slits is analogous to higher-order plumbing in Theorem 4.5. In particular,
the residue slit construction plays a role similar to that of the modification differential
in the plumbing construction. However, even over a real ray the two constructions in
general do not give the same families if the residues are nonzero. To see this, note
that the residue slit construction involves various choices and so does the plumbing
construction, especially when invoking Lemma 4.7 to merge the zeros that were dis-
persed. Hence, they can agree only if we make very specific choices in the respective
constructions.

5.3. Flat geometric proof of Theorem 1.3: Conditions are sufficient
So far we have constructed a family of flat surfaces .Xt ;!t / that vary continuously
with t 2 .0; "/ sufficiently small. The remaining step is to show that it converges as
t ! 0 to the pointed stable differential we started with. For this purpose we need a
certain topology on Mg;n in which we can verify the convergence of the family.

Let .X;Z/ be a pointed stable curve, whereZ D ¹z1; : : : ; znº is the set of marked
points on X , and let X 0 denote X minus its nodes, so X 0 is a disjoint union of irre-
ducible components of X , punctured at the nodes. An exhaustion of X is a sequence
of subsets � � �Km�1 
 Km 
 KmC1 � � � of X 0 whose union is X 0. A sequence of
pointed stable curves .Xm;Zm/ in Mg;n converges to .X;Z/ in the quasiconfor-
mal topology if for some exhaustion ¹Kmº of X there exists a sequence of maps
fm W Km! Xm that are quasiconformal onto the images such that fm respects the
marked points and such that the dilatation of fm tends to 1. The quasiconformal
topology was introduced by Abikoff [1] in the setting of the augmented Teichmüller
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space. As Mg;n is a complex projective variety, it also inherits a standard topology.
Hubbard and Koch [23] established that these two topologies are equivalent.

For each node q of the stable curve X , let DCq .t/ be the closed disk of radius

t`.v
C.q//�`.v�.q//�1=2 around qC on the higher level branch .XvC.q/; �vC.q// of q

(modified in the neighborhood of the residue slit). In the gluing construction of Xt ,
the boundary ofDCq .t/ becomes a (modified) circle of radius t�1=2 on the lower level
branch .Xv�.q/; �v�.q//, which separates the basic domain presentation of the pole
q� into two regions. Let D�q .t/ be the closure of the region that contains q�. Denote
by �q.t/ the common boundary curve of D˙q .t/ in Xt after the gluing construction.
Denote byD˙.t/ the union ofD˙q .t/ and by �.t/ the union of �q.t/ over all nodes q.

Let Kt WDX nD˙.t/. Then ¹Ktº is an exhaustion of X as t! 0. Moreover, Kt
looks just like Xt n �.t/, and the only difference is that Xt is further modified around
the neighborhoods of the residue slits outsideDC.t/. This difference can be measured
by the following result, which is the main step toward showing that the family of flat
surfaces we have constructed actually converges to the prescribed limit object.

LEMMA 5.5
As t ! 0, there exists a quasiconformal map ft W Kt ! Xt n �.t/, respecting the
marked points zi .t/, such that the dilatation of ft tends to 1.

For a simple example, consider a two-level surface with a torus on the top level
joined to the lower level at two nodes q1 and q2. Suppose the value of the lower
level is �1 and the direction of the residues ˙r at the two nodes is vertical. Then the
map ft is given in Figure 18. Only the top level surface is depicted, since there is no
residue slit on the lower level. The residue slit in this case is just a straight line joining
qC1 to qC2 , presented as the dotted line in the picture.

The quasiconformal map ft in this case is the identity outside the union of the two
disks DCq1.t/, D

C
q2
.t/ and the rectangular region swept out by segments of holonomy

t1=2.2�/, for some fixed � < 1, centered around the residue slit. We choose the scaling

D
C
q1 D

C
q2

t1=2�
ft t1=2�� tr=2

Figure 18. The quasiconformal map ft on the top level.
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factor t1=2, because it is the radius of the disks DCqi .t/; hence, the rectangular region
goes into the disks under the assumption on �. Inside the rectangular region (and
still outside of the disks), ft takes the upper (resp., lower) half in the left-hand side
of Figure 18 to the upper (resp., lower) half in the right-hand side of Figure 18, by a
family of linear maps preserving vertical lines and shortening the height of the vertical
segments by that of the removed residue slit neighborhood, with a small perturbation
near the boundary of DCqi .t/. Note that ft is continuous along the dotted line on
the left-hand side, because the upper and lower boundary segments of the residue slit
neighborhood are identified in the image surfaceXt on the right-hand side. Moreover,
since the vertical segments are shortened by at most t r=2, which becomes arbitrarily
small compared to t1=2� as t! 0, it implies that the dilatation of ft tends to 1.

Proof of Lemma 5.5
The idea of the proof is similar to the example presented above. Let bij be a broken
line segment of the residue slit on the subsurface .Xv; �v/ that was constructed when
gluing in a subsurface at level L < `.v/. If h�.bij /; ri i > 0, consider the neighbor-
hood of bij swept out by segments of holonomy t`.v/�L�1=2.2�/ centered around the
residue slit. On the upper and lower parts of this neighborhood we define the quasi-
conformal map ft to be an affine transformation onto the respective .t`.v/�L�1=2.��
t1=2ri=2//-segments as illustrated in Figure 18 and then composed with scaling by
t�`.v/, because .Xv; �v/ is scaled by t�`.v/ before gluing into Xt . If h�.bij /; ri i< 0,
we use the same composition, except that the image of the affine transformation in the
upper and lower parts will be swept out by the .t`.v/�L�1=2.�C t1=2ri=2//-segments.
Since the ratio of � and �˙ t1=2ri=2 tends to 1 as t! 0, it follows that the dilatation
of ft on these neighborhoods of the residue slit tends to 1.

Moreover, in the neighborhood of a corner where the residue slit changes its
direction from h�.bij /; ri i > 0 to h�.bij /; ri i < 0, the quasiconformal map ft is the
identity composed with scaling by t�`.v/. To see this, for example, take the angular
sector between a3 and b in Figure 16, slide it up so that the sides a3 touch, and glue
in the additional parallelogram. One can easily find linear maps along segments in
the direction ri that interpolate continuously from the situation generically along the
broken line to the situation near such a corner.

In the central polygon P , we extend the residue slit by connecting the middle
points of the edges to the barycenter B.P /. We define the quasiconformal map ft in
a neighborhood of this polygon by affine transformations that stretch along the lines
joining the extended slit segments to the respective vertices of the polygon neighbor-
hood, as in Figure 18 to the right, and then compose with scaling by t�`.v/. Again,
one can find a continuous family of linear maps along segments whose direction varies
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Figure 19. The quasiconformal map ft near the central polygon.

from ri to riC1 near the central polygon. Such a map is sketched in Figure 19, where
the dashed lines represent curves along which ft stretches.

On the complement of these neighborhoods of the residue slits in each component
.Xv; �v/, we take ft to be the scaling map by t�`.v/, which glues continuously to the
quasiconformal map on the neighborhoods constructed above. It is clear from the
construction, as explained above, that the dilatation of ft depends continuously on t
and tends to 1 as t! 0.

Lemma 5.5 proves the desired convergence in Mg;n. Nevertheless, it does not
quite imply the convergence of pointed stable differentials in the incidence variety
compactification, as explained in Remark 2.2. In order to show that .Xt ;!t / converges
to �v projectively on each component Xv of X , it suffices to show that the location
and multiplicity of all zeros and poles agree. This is obvious for all zeros and poles
of � in the smooth locus of X . It remains to check the vanishing orders of � at the
nodes of X (compared to Example 3.2). At each node q, the vanishing order can be
detected by the index of a path centered around qC under the flat metric in the higher
level branch of q. Since this quantity is defined in a neighborhood of qC, untouched
in the construction for t small enough, the vanishing orders of the limit of !t as t! 0

are equal to those of � at every node.
To show that .Xt ;!t / converges not only projectively, but also with the given

scales at the top level, it suffices to compare ratios of the length of a nonzero (rela-
tive or absolute) period in each top level component. This is obvious for a top level
component of positive genus or with more than one marked zero. In the remaining
cases, such a component has at least two nodes q1 and q2 joining it to a lower level.
A path on Xt joining a boundary point on each annulus ACi around qi (that we used
for gluingXt ) converges to a path joining q1 to q2 and, hence, can be used for making
a comparison of relative size.
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